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Introduction 
Grammar terms 

® 
Doctor, doctor, please help me. 

I can't stop telling lies. 

I don't believe you. 

Doctor, doctor, people 

never notice me! 

�\@ 

"'(") �#;) y�, �(� 

�,-� 
(jz\l� Jl� .. 

© 

Doctor, doctor, I'm worried because 

I think I'm getting smaller. 

- 4� 
\''�f�� 

-�-�\))�
� O�r:;" Well, you'll just

have to be fl. little 

patient. 

the peas. 

1 Look at these grammar terms and match them with one of the 

underlined words from the jokes above. 

lie, a a countable noun ....................... .

b an uncountable noun ....................... . 

c an adjective ....................... . 

d a preposition ....................... . 

e an adverb ....................... . 

the base form of the verb ....................... . 

g the -ing form of the verb ....................... . 
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h an auxiliary verb ....................... . 

a modal auxiliary verb ....................... . 

a definite article ....................... . 

k an indefinite article ....................... . 

I a pronoun ....................... . 

m a possessive adjective ....................... . 

n a conjunction ....................... . 



Using a dictionary 
2 A dictionary can be very useful to find the

grammar of a word. Look at these two extracts 

from the Longman Active Study Dictionary and 

complete the sentences below. 

Abbreviations 
............................................................................ 

adj adjective 
"- adv adverb 

,prep preposition 
pron pronoun 

v verb n noun 

en;oy /�Tl to get pleasure from 
something: Did you enjoy the movie?I enjoy 
doln1 sth My Wife really enjoys playing golf.

enjoyment n [ U] We hope the bad weather did-
n't spoil your enjoyment. 

en•joy•a•ble /m'dlO•�ool/ adj giving you plea
sure: We all had an enjoyable afternoon.

traln2 /trem/ v [T] to teach someone how to 
do something, especially the practical skills 
they need to do a job: Staff are trained in
how to deal with difficult customers.

train-ea /,tretni:/ n [C] someone who is being 
trained for a job: a trainee teacher

train-er /"trem:Jr/ n [CJ someone whose job is 
to train people how to do something 

traln•lng /"treUUJJ/ n [U) when someone is 
taught the skills they need to do something: 
a training course 

a enjoy is .�!P:P.. ............... . 

b enjoyment is ........................... . 

c enjoyable is ........................... . 

d train is ........................... . 

e trainee is ............................ . 

f trainer is ........................... . 

g training is ........................... . 

3 Complete each sentence with one of the words

from exercise 2. 

a Where did Jenny .tr.� ...................... to be a ski 
instructor? 

b My father gets a lot of ................................ from his 
yard. 

c I really ................................ spending time on my 
own. 

d How much soccer ................................ do you do every 
day? 

e The course was really ................................ . I 
recommend it. 

f Patricia's only a ................................ chef, but her 
cooking is fantastic! 

g Our ................................ wants us to finish our 
project this week. 

5 



m 
Making questions 
1 Use the prompts to write complete questions in 

}he foU')wing situations. 

a) Steve is asking Phil about his new girlfriend, Cinzia,

who comes from Italy.

What I be I her name? 

_1.y/1,�!t�.�---·······················································? 

2 Which part of Italy I she I come from? 

..................................................................................... ? 

3 How I you I meet I her? 

..................................................................................... ? 

4 What I she I do for a living? 

..................................................................................... ? 

5 When I she first I come I to England? 

..................................................................................... ? 

6 How well I she I speak English? 

..................................................................................... ? 

7 she/ like I London? 

..................................................................................... ? 

8 she I have I an apartment here? 

..................................................................................... ? 

b) Sarah wants to emigrate to Australia with her family.

An official is asking her some questions.

1 When I you I get married? 

..................................................................................... ? 

2 Where I your husband I born? 

..................................................................................... ? 

3 your husband I work? 

..................................................................................... ? 

4 he I have I any qualifications? 

..................................................................................... ? 

5 How many children I you I have? 

..................................................................................... ? 

6 How old I be I your children? 

..................................................................................... ? 

7 you I know I anybody in Australia? 

..................................................................................... ? 

6 

Short answers 

• Do you like rock music? 

I
Yes, I like rock music. 

Yes, I do. 

• Did you enjoy the No, I didn't enjoy the 

movie? movie. 

No, I didn't. 

The long answer is unnatural, so we use a short 

answer . 

2 Look at these long answers. First write the

questions and then write a short answer for 

each one . 

a No, I'm not married. 

:':.1:'!-'.f.��.':':'!!-:':!.¥. ........................................................... ?
t!.'?,.!.�.� ............................ .

b Yes, I live with my family . 

..................................................................................... ? 

c No, we don't live in an apartment. 

..................................................................................... ? 

d No, we didn't live in the same place when I was 

young 

..................................................................................... ? 

e No, my grandparents aren't alive . 

..................................................................................... ? 

No, I don't have a car. 

..................................................................................... ? 

g Yes, 1 can understand English well. 

..................................................................................... ? 

h No, my English teacher doesn't speak my language . 

..................................................................................... ? 



Question tags 

• He has her phone number, doesn't he?
+

• It isn't very warm today, is it?
+ 

Notice: 
1 You take sugar in your coffee, don't you? 

i i 
no auxiliary auxiliary do 

2 I'm really early, aren't I? 

3 a) Complete these sentences with a question
tag. 

1) Two friends are shopping:

a Ooh, it's cold today, .tf.i!:.'U!. ................... ? 

b That coat costs a lot, .............................. ? 

c They have some nice clothes here, 

.............................. ? 

d These jeans are too short, .............................. ? 

e There aren't many sales clerks here, ............................ ? 

2) Mrs. Halliday is talking to Liesbeth, who has come
to stay for six months and help with the children:

a You're from Amsterdam, .............................. ? 

b You speak French, .............................. ? 

c You· have two little brothers, .............................. ? 

d You don't smoke, .............................. ? 

e You can drive, .............................. ? 

b) � Listen to the statements and add the correct
question tag.

You hear: You say: 

irLanguage.com 

form of 
the verb in 
parentheses. 

DOCTOR: How can I help you, 

Mr. Daniels? 

MIKE: Well, I started having bad headaches a couple 

of weeks ago and they (1) .t�/..t!!:�J� ........ . 

(get) worse. I can't sleep properly, I'm tired all 

the time, and the worst thing is my hair 

(2) .................................... (go) gray and I'm

only 31! 

Doc10R: I see. Let me ask you some questions. 

(3) .................................... (you I smoke)?

MIKE: No, I gave up a month ago. 

DOCTOR: Right. I see you're a salesman. On average how 

many hours a week 

(4) .................................... (you I work)?

MIKE: Well, I normally (5) .................................... (do) 

eight hours a day, but at the moment I 

(6) .................................... (work) at least ten

hours and some Saturdays. 

DOCTOR: That is a lot. And so how 

(7) .................................... (you I relax)?

MIKE: Well, I usually (8) .................................... (sit) in 

front of the TV with a pizza and a few beers. 

DOCTOR: Hmm. (9) .................................... (you I do) any 

exercise at the moment? 

MIKE: Not really, but I'm losing a lot of weight and I 

(10) .................................... (not I know) why.

DocTOR: I think you (11) .................................... (suffer)

from stress. I (12) .................................... (want)

you to eat a more varied diet and to do some 

exercise. Come back and see me in four weeks 

and I'll check you again. 

7 



State or action verbs 

5 The following conversation takes place in a

camera store. Complete the sentences with the 

best form of the verb in parentheses. 

A: Good morning, how can I help? 

B: Well, I (1) .'�k��-·················· (look for) a compact 
camera with a 200 m lens. 

A: Right. Well, this new model's very good. It 

(2) .................................... (have) a zoom and a built-
in flash and it only (3) .................................... (cost)

£150. 

B: Ah. You see I (4) .................................... (buy) it for a 

friend and he (5) .................................... (not I want)

to spend more than £100. 

A: OK, I (6) .................................... (understand) the 

problem. Let's see - I (7) ................................... . 

(think) the Zenco 460 is a very good buy. There's a 

picture here in the catalog. 
B: Oh, yes, that (8) .................................... (look) nice. 
A: The only problem is that we 

(9) .................................... (not have) any in the store
at the moment. In fact, we 

(10) .................................... (wait) for some to come
from our other store in Oxford. 

B: Right, so when will they be here? 

A: Well, I (11) .................................... (not know) exactly. 

I really need to ask the manager, but I'm afraid she 
(12) .................................... (have) lunch at the

moment. She'll be back in about half an hour. 

B: OK. Perhaps I'll come back later. 

8 

Word order 

Adverbs of frequency 

Some adverbs come before the main verb, but 

after the verb to be: 
always I do my homework.
nearly always 

I'm quite often late for class. 
sometimes 
occasionally 
hardly ever 
never 

Some adverbs go at the beginning or end of the 

sentence: 

Most of the time I ' do my 
homework 

Sometimes 
Occasionally 

I'm late 
for class 

most of the time. 

sometimes. 
occasionally. 

6 a) Rewrite these sentences with the adverb in

the correct position (there may be more than one 

correct answer). 

1 I speak English on the phone. (sometimes)

!Jq�.�.P.tg?!f./J:.q.�.��.lf!:. ...................... . 

2 My colleague Jo uses my computer. (occasionally)

3 My classmate Carla has lunch with me. (quite often)

4 My boss is in the office. (hardly ever)

5 My neighbors are very quiet. (most of the time)

6 My sister-in-law Jenny phones me on Mondays. 

(nearly always) 

7 Paul's relatives visit us at Christmas. (always)

8 Stephen sees his ex-girlfriend. (hardly ever)

9 Daryl, my roommate, cleans the bathroom. (never)



b) Write five sentences in your notebook about how
often you do things. Show them to your teacher.

Pronunciation 

fa/ (schwa) 

• 0 

• husband has 2 syllables: husband
fa/ 

0 • 0 

• acquaintance has 3 syllables: acquaintance
/';}/ /';}/ 

In husband "hus" is stressed (it is stronger and 
longer) and "band" is unstressed (it is weaker and 
shorter). In acquaintance the second syllable is 
stressed and the first and third syllables are 
unstressed. 

We often pronounce the unstressed syllable fa/. 

7 a) Notice where the stress falls in the words
below. Which sounds are pronounced fa/? Write 

the symbol underneath. 

• • 

1 economy 7 relative 
1�1 

• • 

2 stepmother 8 foreign 

• • 

3 couple 9 principal 

• • 

4 brother-in-law 10 neighbor 

• • 

5 photograph 11 partner

• • 

6 stranger 12 parent 

b) � Listen and repeat the words, paying attention
to the stress and fa/ sound.

c) � Listen and mark the stress and /';}/ sound(s) on
the following words.

• 

1 often 4 assistant 
l';)I 

2 occasionally 5 salesman 

3 usually 6 catalog 

The letters 

The letter s can be pronounced Isl, lzl, or /Jz/ in: 

• plural forms of nouns:
roommates, neighbors, marriages

Isl lzl /Jzl 

• Present Simple, third person singular:
she smokes, he learns, it increases

Isl lzl /Jzl 

.,..,. 

8 a) � Listen to the nouns and verbs in the
box (or say them aloud) and complete the 

chart below . 

wams- nieces spells entertains · practices 
parents acquaintances relatives uses 
classmates colleagues hopes works spends 
pronounces 

Isl /z/ /Jz/ 

wad, 

b) Listen again and repeat the words.

9 



module 1 ----------------------------------

Grammar snack 

both I neither 

9 a) Carl is studying English in Edinburgh. His

friend Julie is studying Psychology at Bath

University. Read these extracts from their letters 

to each other and decide which of the statements 

below are correct. 

Carl 

... and m.!f teacher 
3ives us homework 
11earf.!J eve'!:! da.!f, so 
I spend at least an 
hour do1i1!J that in 
the evem"n!J, before I -�--

-:--:----=�::_-=-�-_J
30 out. I usualf.!J 30 to a bar - the bars 

Julie 

... I'm reaf � enjoyin!} the 

course, afthou!}h I have 

a f ot of work to do in
the eveniYl!J, apart
from Fridays awl
Saturdays, when 1 !J0 

dat1CiYl!J or to a har. 
I'm !Jf ad that I c�me 

to Bath Ut1iverstty -
the city is reaf �

-

here in Edi11buY!Jh are alwa.!fS bus.!! and the people are realf.!J 
fiendf.!J. I met a Scottish bo.!f in a bar soon after I arrived and 
-3uess what - we 30 jish1i1!J to3ether eve'!:! Su11da.!f. M.!f 0111.!J
problem now is that I have a lol1!Jjoum':!f b.!f bus to school
eve'!:! momil1!J, I think I'll start look1i1!J for new 
accommodations nearer to school ... 

heautifu_l T�e a hilf ·ust outside the city, at1d
ut1iversttyh

i.s OYI 
. J hut I usuaf� cycle, th e is a us servtce, 

e

h� �h takes ahout aYI hour. Adua_f fy, Im tw L" 

• 
rama mos 

. ·te fit. hecause I !JO J0!}J J !}ettm� qut 

, eyou!}ettin!J afon!} i1-1 ...mornm!Js· How a� 

1 a They both have a lot of work to do. t/ 
b Carl has a lot of work, but Julie doesn't. 

2 a Julie is doing a lot of exercise, but Carl isn't. 
b They are both doing a lot of exercise. 

3 a Neither of them go dancing at weekends. 
b Julie goes dancing at weekends, and Carl goes 

fishing. 
4 a Neither of them go to bars. 

b Both of them go to bars. 
5 a Neither Carl nor Julie live near their 

school I university. 
b Both Carl and Julie live near their 

school I university. 

Notice the position of both in these examples: 

• They both have a lot of homework.

• They are both students.

• Both of them are studying.

Notice the forms we can use with neither: 

• Neither of them work I works.

• Neither Carl nor Julie live I lives . . .

• Neither Carl nor Julie � live I lives . . .

10 

b) Correct these sentences.

1 My ex-girlfriend and !�traveling. 
2 Neither my neighbors are noisy. 
3 Both my sister and my niece spends a lot of time 

cooking. 
4 My colleagues Dan and Rob are quite lazy: neither 

of them doesn't do much work. 
5 My best friend June and I both are learning a 

musical instrument. 
6 Neither Ann and Susan likes watching soccer. 

c) Write five sentences about your friends I

colleagues I classmates I family with both and neither.

1 ...................................................................................... .

2 ...................................................................................... . 

3 

4 

5 



Vocabulary 
Activities with do I play I go 

10 · a) 
Put the activities in the box into the correct column in the chart 

below (six for each verb). Mark the stress on each word. 

the drums sport photography _stci+rTg swimming gardening 
the guitar cards knitting exercise snooker a computer game 
yoga jogging skiing dancing volleyball walking 

do play go 

CfCU/tj 

b) [�] Listen to the prompts and say the correct verb.
You hear: You say:

• We use play for musical instruments and games with rules. 
• We use go for l]obbies and sports, especially when we have to go

somewhere to do them (with expressions such as a lot of, a bit of,

some I any we can use do: "I do a lot of walking"). 

• We use do for other hobbies (often creative hobbies).

c) Match these questions and answers and complete the sentences with
the correct form of do, play, or go.

1 That's a lovely sweater. Where did a I think they're .............. a 
you get it? computer game. 

2 Where are the children? They're 
very quiet. 

3 Do you .............. a lot of exercise? 

b No, but ask John; he ............. . 
a lot of photography. 

c I taught myself. 

4 Would you like to .............. dancing? d Not really - but I ............. . 

5 How did you learn to .............. the 
drums? 

swimming occasionally. 

e Oh, my grandmother made it. 
She .!¥..� ...... a lot of knitting. 

6 Do you know much about cameras? f I'd love to. When? 

1 ... � .. 2 ...... . 3 4 5 . ..... . 6 ...... . 

Improve your 
writing 
Spelling of the -ing form 

To make the -ing form, we 
usually add -ing to the base 
form of the verb: sleeping,

reading, opening. 

There are three exceptions: 
• One-syllable verbs, e.g. put, 

where there is a single vowel 
u and then a consonant t, we 
double the final consonant: 
putting. (We never double x,

y, or w: boxing, buying,

knowing.) 

• Verbs that end in a single -e, 

lose the -e: make - making. 

• These three verbs (with two
syllables) double the final 
consonant: 
forget - forgetting, 

begin - beginning, 

occur - occurring. 

11 
Spell the -ing form of 
these verbs. 

a read .I':� ........ . 
b pay ..................... . 
c write ...................... . 
d see ..................... . 
e begin .................... .. 
f fax ..................... . 
g hope ..................... . 
h plan ..................... . 

jog ..................... . 
forget ..................... . 

k print ..................... . 
answer ..................... . 

m train ..................... . 
n grow ..................... . 
o drive ..................... . 

11 



Listen and read 

Unusual lifestyles 

12 a) � Three people are
talking about their 

lifestyles. Read and I or listen to 
the texts. What are their jobs? 

Gemma 

love musk: and 

listen to it all the time, even when I go 

jo.3.31n.9. Of course I have to look after 

tn.!f voice. I do exercises for three hours 

evet:f da!f and I take lots of vitamin C. 

tf t .3et a sore throat I .30 stra(ght to 

bed and rest. I usual(tj tt:f to 3et at 

least e(ght hours' sleep a n(ght 

a,.'.!f Wa!f . ... As for m!/Job -3ou real(tj 

can't be sh!/ in this kind of work, and 

!fOU have to be very patient because 

somet,ines we practice for hours before 

we .3et it r(ght. Wl1en we're on tour, we

work for several weeks with no breaks 

and !fOU can .3et reall.!J tired. For 

relaxation, whenever I .3et a vacation, I 

.30 stra(ght to a sunl1.!J beach, but the 

r thil1!J I e'!Jo!J the most is the .3reat 

fee/,;.'!} !fOU .3et fom a live audience." 

1 Gemma is a I an 

2 Raoul is a I an 

3 Frank is a I an 

12 

Raoul 

"well, my work's really '(Utr:e stressful. Most 
people think you spene{ your day chofftl1j 
VCjefables and sttYYt11j soup, but tr:'s not that 
simple. You have to be really careful with the 
food and keep everythil1j 

very clean. The bij 
problem is my boss - he shouts at me all the time 
- even, for example, t( I foYJet to wash one plate - I

just can't Jo anyth,11j rijht sometimes. Actually, I'm
hopin!J to f nd a new job soon because I Jon 't jd much time off I'd lt1<e to
have more weekends free, to see frientls and to spend more time w,'th my two
!tr:tle hOJs. You know it's stran!fe spentlt.11j all day with food - when I !JO
home !just want to eat a santlwich or French fries anti I'm terribly critical
when I eat in a restaurant. "

Frank 

"Well, I first got interested because I loved doing them so much 
myself - I used to do at least one every day. I suppose I have the 
right kind of mind really ,... I enjoy playing around with puzzles, 
especially word puzzles. So I sent a couple in to a local newspaper 
and was really surprised when they asked me for more. I suppose it is 
a strange way to spend you� day - surrounded .by dictionaries and 

books, but)t's great that I can organize 
my own time, so I try to finish by twq

and then I can take my dog for a 
walk. It's very satisfying though 
- I love the feeling after I've
thought of the final clue, and it
all fits together. It's also really.
nice when people write to me
and thank me. Funny really,

because I'm just doing what I

b) Read and I or listen again, and answer these questions:

Who:

1 works with food? �� ....... . 

2 isn't happy in their job? ................. . 

3 spends a lot of time reading? ................. . 

4 is careful about their health? ................. . 

5 has a logical mind? .................. . 

6 likes being in front of lots of people? ................ . 

7 has two sons? ................. . 

8 has free afternoons? ................. . 

9 practices a lot? ................. . 

10 has a very strict boss? ................. . 



Past Simple or Continuous 

1 
Choose a phrase from -each box to make a 

complete answer for the questions below. 

. ' , 

£a�3.(9: ?t��·-- ) '. f:� � \ 

...-------3,......,�-��� J. 

She wa, traveling home � 
�� 

from work and she f!J,�� Ar
We were sunbathing on ,.._ _______ __, 
the weekend and we 
They were staying in 
Florida when 
He was walking in the 
rain and he 
He was playing soccer 
and he 

got very wet. 
stayed out too long. 
t� 

left it on the bus. 
fell over. 
there was a terrible 
storm. 

a How did you cut your finger? 

!..�f.�!!!!!jJq.���f!f..�#¥:..?.!fo.r.� ..........
b How did Tony hurt his knee? 

c How did you all get so sunburned? 

d How did Martin catch a cold? 

e How did a tree fall on the Simpsons' car? 

f How did Sara lose her purse? 

ule 2 
2 Complete these dialogs with the best form of

the verb in parentheses. 

A: I phoned you last night at 8:00 but you didn't answer. 
What (1) .�e.:,r.q�fff:!0.i ............. (you do)? 

B: I (2) .................................... (work) on my computer 
and I (3) .................................... (not hear) the phone 
ring. Sorry! 

A: Good morning. International Chemicals Incorporated. 
May I help you? 

B: Hello, yes I (4) .................................... (talk) to the 
Financial Director a minute ago and the line 
(5) .................................... (90) dead.

A: Oh, I'm sorry, Madam. I'll reconnect you. 

A: When did you meet your husband? 
B: When I (6) .................................... (be) in Canada 

last winter. 
A: Were you on vacation? 
B: No, I (7) .................................... (train) to be 

a ski instructor, but on the second day I 
(8) .................................... (break) my leg. I
(9) .................................... (spend) eight weeks
in hospital and he was my doctor! 

3 Use the prompts to write two conversations

about accidents. Choose the best form of the verb. 

a A: Penny told me you I have I accident yesterday. 
What I happen ? 
!:Y!!!f..M4..�y.ff!-:.�.��y.��-......... . 
,.11(.�.�-····················································? 

B: We I drive I home and another car / stop / 
suddenly and we I crash I into it. 

A: Be I the other car all right? 
···············································································?

B: Yes, luckily we I not I go I very fast. 

13 



module 2 

b A: How I your brother get that scar I
his hand? 

························································?

B: He I get I it I while we I live I in 
Italy. 

A: Oh, how? 

B: He I play I near the oven and he I
burn I his hand on the oven door . 

A: Ooh, nasty! 

Pronunciation 

Syllable stress in Past Simple forms 

4 a) How many syllables do these
-ed forms have? Mark the stressed

syllables • and the unstressed 
syllables o. 

• 

happened 9 practiced 

• 

2 stopped 10 decided 

3 traveled 11 improved 

4 looked 12 received 

5 reminded 13 repeated 

6 watched 14 started 

7 asked 15 closed 

8 changed 

b) � Listen to the verbs in phrases
and repeat them.

14 

used to 

5 Read the text and mark the sentences below T (true) or F (false).
Underline the words in the text that help you decide. 

R
ecently a Russian 
friend came to visit 
me. It was one of 

her lifelong dreams to visit 
London, and she certainly 
knows more about the city 
than I do. She arrived at 
lunchtime and we spent a 
tiring afternoon going 
around the Tower of 
London. However, by five 
o'clock I couldn't help 
noticing that she didn't 
seem as enthusiastic as she 
had been earlier. I asked if 
anything was wrong and 
she said, "This is all very 
interesting but where is 
the fog and where are the men in bowler hats? Why did 
everyone push to get on the bus at the bus stop instead of 
standing in line? It's very different from the books I've 
read about England." 

Her comments made me think. It's true that people 
don't stand in line much anymore: nowadays you often 
find that everyone just jumps on the bus. Or maybe this is 
only in London. Also the idea of a man standing up and 
offering his seat to a woman on a train or bus is unusual 
these days, although my father still does it! 

As for the weather: well, we all know that· a hundred 
years ago there used to be fog in London throughout the 
year, but we no longer have much fog; nowadays we have 
pollution from all the cars! Over the last few years in the 
summer London has been one of the hottest places in 
Europe, although we still get more than enough rain in 
the other seasons. 

What about the city men in their working "uniform"? 
Well, you can still see some city "gents" in their smart 
suits, but men hardly ever wear bowler hats. A few things 
don't change, though. If you try to start a conversation 
with an English person on the subway in London, she or 
he will probably look at you as if you are crazy! 

a Everything was as she expected it to be ... f.. 

b People don't stand in line as much as they used to . .... .

c Men used to give up their seats to women on public 

transportation ..... .. 

d It still rains a lot in winter . .... . 

e Most London businessmen no longer wear bowler hats ..... . 

f People used to talk to each other on trains and still do ..... . 



6 Linda's life has changed a lot in the past ten
years. Write six sentences about the changes 

using used to and didn't use to (the words in 
parentheses will help you). 

LINDA NOW 

LINDA TEN 

YEARS AGO 

a (smoke) ..f.¥..!1-f.��.f.�¥. ........................................... . 
b (hair) ........................................................................... . 

c (car) ............................................................................ . 

d (boyfriend) .................................................................... . 

e (smart clothes) ............................................................. . 

f (unhappy) .................................................................... . 

still, not anymore I any longer 

When we use still, not anymore I any longer in a 
used to sentence we often use an auxiliary verb 
instead of the main verb: 

• I used to have a bicycle but I don't anymore I
any longer.

• I used to like the Beatles and I still do!

.,,..,. 

When we use the verb to be + adjective, we don't 
· repeat the adjective:

• I used to be fat but I'm not fB( anymore.

7 Reorder the words in these sentences. The first
word is underlined. 

a doing -still -used -and -I -do -to -sports -hate -I 

!. !1ie4:-.�.�.#.0j.fJ?[!r!!..� !.&!?.#.. ........................... . 

b to -she -anymore -be -JQ -shy -used -isn't -but 

c Bob -play -they -Tim -and -used -still -soccer -
do-to-and 

d used - he -longer -to -for -any -£.e.ter-work -Mrs 
Warren -but -doesn't 

e make -to -does -laugh -used -and -still -SQm -
me-he! 

f anymore -boyfriend -me -he -to -chocolates -
� -used -buy -but -doesn't 
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module 2 ---------------------------------

Li.sten and read 

Frankenstein 

8 a) � What do you know
about the story of Frankenstein? 

Here is an extract from the beginning 
of the story. A man named Victor 
Frankenstein has gone to university 
to study science. At first he writes 
frequently to his friends and family, 
then the letters stop. His close friend 
Her.ir.i (the narrator of the story) goes 
to visit him. Read and I or listen to 
the text.and answer the questions. 

Mary Shelley 

1 Frankenstein led the way down a long, dark passage to a book
filled room. A bed stood on one side, looking as if nothing had 
been done to it for days; and on a table near the window were 
the remains of several meals. There was dust everywhere, and 

5 the last of the evening sun shone with difficulty through the 
dirty windows. There was a rather unpleasant smell. 

After I had given him news about his family and told him the 
reasons for my coming to Ingolstadt, Frankenstein got up and 
walked about the room excitedly. He didn't seem to be thinking

10 at all about what I had just told him. ··' · 

"Henri," he said at last. "You have come just at the very 
moment when I need your help. The great work which I have 
been doing for the last year is coming to an end, and I shall soon 
know whether I have been wasting my time or whether I have 

15 pushed scientific discovery to new heights." His eyes burned 
with a strange light. They were like the eyes of a madman. 

"My preparations are nearly complete. All I need now are the 
right conditions for the great experiment to take place. Come," 
he said, and led the way to a door in a corner of his living room. 

20 "You will see what no other man has seen." 
He threw open the door, and at once the strange smell which 

I had noticed before became stronger. It was like the smell of 
bad meat. I could hardly bear it, but my friend seemed not to 
notice it, and led the way in. 

25 The room was dark, and at first I could only see a mass of 
wires, glass bottles and jars, and copper and glass pipes. Here 
and there the blue light of the burners made holes in the 
darkness. And from those places the sound of boiling liquids 
could be heard. 

30 As my eyes began to see better in the half darkness I saw that 
this stuff was arranged around a kind of bath in the middle of 
the room with a wooden work table that went all the way round 
it. Frankenstein was watching me. There was still this strange 
excitement in his eyes. "Go on," he said, "look inside. See what 

35 I have made." 
I bent over the table and looked into the bath. It was filled 

with a clear liquid. 1 tried to see deeper into the liquid, but at 
first all I could see was what looked like hair - fine hair. I bent 
lower, and as Frankenstein moved a lamp nearer I drew in my 

L.1:�..i..;_..:..:!��=::!---:-::--r 40 breath sharply. 1t was hair - spread out in a golden ring around 

1 How do you think the narrator 
(Henri) feels at the end of the 
extract? 

2 How does Frankenstein feel? 
3 What was in the bath? 

b) Here is a diagram of
Frankenstein's apartment. Label
the diagram using words from
the box.

� bed bath table 
living room passage 
work table 
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a face, a head. More. Yes, there was a bociy in the bath - the 
body of a man! 

-
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Grammar snack 
Articles: first and second mention 

Notice how a/an and the are used in the 
Frankenstein extract: 
"Frankenstein led the way ... to 

@) book-filled room ... Frankenstein got 
• 

up and walked about� room ... " 

• a is used the first time we mention something. 
• the is used when we mention something .for the 
second (third, fourth, etc.) time. 

9 a) Read paragraphs five ("He threw open ... ")
and eight ("I bent over ... ") of the Frankenstein 

extract. Circle seven more examples of this use of the.

Draw an arrow to show what the refers back to. 

b) Below is a summary of what happens next in the
story. Complete the sentences with a/an or the.

Frankenstein has made (1) -�·-·· man and he's 
waiting for (2) ........ storm so that he can do 
(3) ........ experiment and bring (4) ........ man alive 
with the help of lightning. Henri helps him with 
(5) ........ experiment and they succeed. However, 
(6) ........ man is (7) ........ monster, ugly and horrible, 
and Frankenstein chases him away. 

Shocked and disappointed, Frankenstein gives up his 
studies and goes back to his family home in Geneva. 

Henri decides to follow (8) ........ monster because he 
is worried about what it might do next. He discovers 
that it has gone into a forest and made friends with 
(9) ........ blind man and his children. When Henri 
visits (10) ........ forest several weeks later, he finds 
(11) ........ man's house burned to the ground. Soon 
after this, he hears that Frankenstein's little brother 
has been murdered and his nurse is going to be 
hanged for the crime. 

Worried that (12) ........ monster is responsible for the 
child's death, Henri rushes to Geneva, but neither he 
nor Frankenstein can stop the hanging. They decide 
to look for (13) ........ monster in the mountains and 
it comes to meet them with (14) ........ request. As it 
tells them (15) ........ request, Frankenstein and Henri 

learn that (16) ........ monster was kind at first, but 
because people were disgusted by its ugly looks, it 
became more and more cruel. "What I want now is 
a wife as ugly as I am." 

Vocabulary 
Scientists and technologists 

1 0 a) The people below all wor� in science and
technology. Which subject does each one 

study? Complete the words. 
1 a mathematician ma t Ive,, m,a,t i, e, f 

2 a scientist SC _____ 

3 a doctor me ------

4 a psychologist ps - - - - - - - -
5 an engineer en 

---------

6 an architect or 
----------

7 a geologist ge - - - - -

b) The following sentences describe what each
person does in their job. Circle the correct verb(s) in
each sentence.
1 A scientist@/ makes experiments and carries out I

makes research. 
2 A psychologist investigates I looks people's problems. 

3 A doctor cares/ treats patients and tells I gives advice. 

4 An architect draws I writes plans of buildings. 
5 An engineer carries out I executes tests on roads and 

bridges. 

6 A mathematician makes I finds calculations. 
7 A geologist looks I takes rock samples and proves I

analyzes them. 
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Improve your 
writing 
Spelling of Past Simple forms 

11 
a) Look_ again at the rules
for spelling the -ing form on 

page 11 of the Workbook. The rules 
a�e the same for spelling the Past 
�,mple form (ending in -ed not 
-,ng). Complete the chart below. 

stop 
train 
plan 
look 
fax 

phone 
offer 
occur 
allow 

-ing form

... Ppt>:t!!j. ..

Past 
Simple 

ff;t),u,u,,/_ ...... � .. 

Verbs ending in a consonant .,,,.,,, 
+ y, change y to i and add -ed:
• cry-cried.

Verbs ending in a vowel + y
don't change the y: 
• pray-prayed.

Note: There are two exceptions:
• say- said, pay-paid.

b) Write the past form of these
verbs.
1 tried try ...................... .
2 enjoy ...................... . 
3 hurry ............ -.......... . 
4 play ...................... . 
5 pay ...................... . 
6 employ ...................... . 
7 stay ...................... . 
8 dry ...................... . 
9 apply ...................... . 

18 

Using when I while I as I during I for in stories 

:�; t��e
talk about actions or situations that take place at the
' we can use when I while I as: 

: Maggie h�rt her leg when I while I as she was ·o in 
I was talking to Penny when I whil I 

l gg g. 
e as you were playing tennis. 

:
n7y

e :;: =���� about a single event at a particular time, we can

• Jane was sixteen when she first met Da "dVI 

L?ok at these examples using during and for:
• I'm staying with my cousin during the vacation

(part of the vacation)
• I'm staying with my cousin for the vacation

(the whole of the vacation)

Note: we use during I for with nouns. 

12 a) Below is part of a letter that Je 
describing her terrible week 

c nny wrote to her brother, 
. ross out any words y ou cannot use. 

. . .  And then on Thursday, I took a nw client out for lunch at

that French restaurant d0Nt'IWM1· 'Hnat a disasterl

Everything was fine at first -we got a nice table, but (1) when I

�I p51 �l_feftxieystarted playing music, we found we

were next to txie speakers. We changed tables and ordered our 

meal. We warted (2) when I while I as I during I for 30 minutes 

before the waiter brought txie wine, and txien, (3) when I while I as I

during I for he was fX)Uring it, he spilled it all o,;er my clients suit. 

She said, "Don't worry;' but I could see she was very angry, so

(4) when I while las I during I for we were having txie first course.

txie atmosphere was quite tense. Then (5) when I while las I

during I for we were watting for txie main course. txie couple on txie 

next table started having a loud a�t,1ment!

The worst txiing was ( 6) when I while I as I during I fortxie check

came, I realized rd left my credit cartl at home. I feit really 

embarrassed and in txie end she had to pay. And that wasn't all 

- I said goodbye to her and went to the parl<ing lot and found 

someone had stolen my car radio (7) when I while I as I during I

fortxie meal. 



b) Alan is talking about his weekend. On Saturday he went to his friend Kyra's

party. Another friend, Guy, had offered to take him to the party by car.

Complete the sentences with when I while I as I during I for.

Well, I was getting dressed (1) � ......... Guy called frozen! I was so cold and tired that (6) .................. the 
and said he was ill, so I decided to go by train. journey I fell asleep and I missed my station. 
Unfortunately, (2) .................. I was talking on the 

Well, I got off at the next stop and decided to walk 

back to Kyra's. I walked (7) .................. half an hour 
phone, the cat walked over my clean shirt, so I had to 

find another one and I was late leaving. 
and then I realized I was lost. Luckily I found a phone 

(3) .................. I was walking to the station it started

snowing and I got very cold. I just missed a train and 
I had to wait at the station (4) .................. half an 

hour. (5) .................. the train finally arrived I was 

and telephoned for a taxi. (8) .................. I finally 

arrived at Kyra's house it was nearly midnight and 

people were going home. What a terrible evening! 
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ule 3 
Comparatives and superlatives 
1 Sean wants to celebrate his birthday at a nightclub. He has

information from three clubs in the city. Complete the sentences 

in the conversation below with the best form of one of 

the adjectives from the box. 

All 
Nite 
Long 

DJ Max plays your

favorite rock & 

pop 

$1 entrance 

Maximum 250 people 

DOWNTOWN 

quiet �p good central expensive far successful big 
crowded friendly 

SEAN: l think All Nite Long looks good: my friends don't have much money 

and it's (1) .......... �.�··········· of the three places. It's also 
(2) ........................................ , they can take 250 people, and it's
(3) ......................................... so people could get there easily.

MEERA: But Paradiso has (4) ........................................ music than All Nite Long

- they don't have real bands there.
JUSTIN: Actually, l think you should go to Liam's Place: l know it's 

(5) ........................................ away than the other two, but because it's
small, it has a (6) ........................................ atmosphere: the big clubs 
are too impersonal. Also, it's much (7) ........................................ if 
people want to talk. 

MEERA: Well, Paradiso isn't noisy at all. l know it's (8) ...................................... . 
nightclub in town, but for $10 you get live music and a great 
atmosphere. 

JUSTIN: But you know it's much (9) ........................................ than Liam's

Place: you often can't get a table. 
MEERA: Well, that's because it's (10) ........................................ club in the 

northwest at the moment - everyone wants to go there. 
SEAN: Hold on! It's my birthday, remember, and l want ... 

20 
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Dress·. k . Jae et and tie
Only 15 . 

-

the . minutes fron,city train station



2 You want to rent a place to live. You went to see
a house and an apartment and made these notes. 

Correct the sentences below with a word or phrase 
from the box (there is one wrong word in each 
sentence). More than one answer is possible. 

•••••• ••••• www -� 

- rent: 600

- no. o rrwms: 8

_ - 45 minutes. *'"'

sf:a_tion 

t 

- ve'Jf; quiet /��0'!111,L' _.::J!!l'.J:!J�';IJ,.�.;=�-a 

"" trfl � 

- ven dean

a bit a lot much slightly a little 

a, ti:t& I rti.jhdy .1 a, bi.t 
a The house is � more expensive than the 

apartment. 

b The apartment is a bit smaller than the house. 

c The apartment is much closer to the station than 
the house. 

d The house is a little quieter than the apartment. 

e The apartment is slightly cleaner than the house. 

f The furniture in the apartment is a bit worse than 
the furniture in the house. 

Comparative and superlative 
adverbs 

Most adverbs that end in -ly form the 
comparative with more and the superlative with 
most (Note: not the most): 

• Could you speak more clearly please?

• You can find it most easily by turning right.

The following adverbs are the same as the
comparative and superlative forms of adjectives.

fast faster fastest hard harder hardest 

early earlier earliest well better best 

late later latest badly worse worst 

long longer longest far further furthest 

farther farthest 

3 a) We often use comparative forms of adverbs in
requests. Read these sentences and complete the 

requests. 

1 You can't hear what your teacher is saying. 
Could you .�!'!'!f?r.t:.��-&.M.e: ........................... ? 

2 Your teacher's writing is difficult to read. 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

3 You're going to the airport in a taxi and the driver's 
going very slowly. 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

4 Someone's teaching you to use a computer but they 
explain very quickly. 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

5 Your friend usually comes to work or school with you 
at 8:00 in the morning. Tomorrow you want him to 
come at 7:30. 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

6 Your friend calls, but you are watching your favorite 
TV program. 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

7 You are visiting your grandmother in hospital. She 
doesn't want you to leave yet. What does she say? 
Could you ................................................................... ? 

b) � Listen to each situation and say the request.

You hear: 

You can't hear
what your teacher

is saying. 

You say:
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module 3 ----------------------------------

Comparing things in different 
ways 
4 Look at the following sentences and make one

complete sentence, using the word in bold. 

a A meal in the Four Seasons restaurant costs $15. 
A meal in the Pizza Parlor costs $11. 
less 

A meal in the Pizza Parlor costs .. �f.�.�-�---
�-�.f:t!f!-!':.f.�P.�.f.�P!.¢. ................... , ................. .

b The Manor Hotel is $50 a night. The Park Hotel is 
$75 a night. 
expensive 

The Manor Hotel isn't ................................................. . 

c Savewell supermarket has 2,000 customers a day. 
Pricerite supermarket has 1,500. 
more 

Savewell supermarket ................................................. . 

d It takes 40 minutes to cross the city by bus. It takes 
25 minutes to cross the city by bike. 
less 

It takes ......................................................................... . 

e There are three trains an hour in the afternoon. 
There are five trains an hour in the morning. 
fewer 

There are ..................................................................... . 

f The furniture in my sister's apartment is more or less 
the same as Tim's. 

g 

similar 

The furniture in my sister's apartment ...................... . 

The Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao is made mostly 
of metal. The Guggenheim Museum in New York 
looks like a concrete parking garage. 
different 

The Guggenheim Museum in New York .................... . 

h Phil's apartment has four rooms and a balcony. My 
apartment's opposite his, and it has four rooms and 
a balcony, too. 
same 

My apartment's .......................................................... . 
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Vocabulary 
Places around town 

5 a) Find eight more words in the word square for
places around town (the words go across and 

down). Use the clues below to help you. 

A N T I Q u E s H 0 p B 

c A 0 G R N D B K s G c 

E R s J A u F Q I T B 0 

s T A D I u M T L A F N 

H G L M c K D G R T p c 

T A x I s T A N D I B E 

J L p B 0 E 0 H A 0 D R 

F L 0 R I s T s c N J T 

N E E D F R I B M E F H 

(D R y c L E A N E R S) A

G y c I A H K A E s G L 

s H 0 p p I N G M A L L 

1 You take your dirty clothes here for deaning if you 
don't want them to get wet: d r J e, ? e- tvrv e- r , 

2 You can buy pens, paper, and files here: 
s ________ _ 

3 You could see a soccer game or a pop concert here: 
s _____ _ 

4 You can buy and send flowers from here: f_ _____ _ 

5 A place where taxis wait together: t _ _ _ s ___ _ 

6 You can spend a morning or an afternoon looking 
at an exhibition here: a _ _ g _____ _ 

7 A place to listen to an orchestra playing classical 
music: c _____ _ h

8 If you buy a present h_ere, it will definitely be old
and might be expensive: a _ _ _ _ _ _ s __ _ 

9 Lots of stores together, in a covered area: 
s ______ _ m 

b) � Listen to the words and mark the main stress:
e.g. dry cleaner's.

c) � Listen to the words in phrases and repeat
them.



Grammar snack 
Prepositions of place: at, in, on 

When we think about a place as a point, 
we use at:

• 

• There's someone at the door. 

• You have to change trains at Connolly Station,

Dublin.

We use on to describe the position of something 
on a surface: 

• 

• I think your keys are on that shelf. 

We also use on when we think about a place as a 
point on a line: 

• 

• Budapest is on the river Danube. 

We use in when something is in a three-dimensional 
space: 

• He's in the bathroom.

6 Complete the sentences below with in, on,

or at. 

Rosaria lives (1) .... � ... Salerno, (2) .......... Italy. It's 

a port (3) .......... the southwest coast. She lives 

(4) .......... Salerno's downtown (5) .......... Via Nizza 

244, (6) .......... a huge apartment (7) .......... the top 

floor of a modern building. Her family live very 

close to her: her sister and brother-in-law live (8) 

.......... the end of her street and her mother lives (9) 

.......... the next street. Rosaria works for an advertising 

company: her office is (10) .......... Corso Vittorio 

Emanuele, the main shopping street. It's not too far 

away, so she walks there every day and stops (11) 

.......... her way to have breakfast (12) .......... a 

local cafe. 

ir Language. com 

Pronunciation 
/5/ and /8/ 

7 [ml a) Listen to the words in the box (or say
them aloud) and complete the chart below. 

tA€ � theater another there thank you 
these that third both brother through 

/fj/ /0/ 

b) [ml Listen to these sentences and repeat them.

1 The theater's over there. 
2 Thank you for these . 
3 Both of my brothers are thin. 
4 There's another room through there. 
5 That's the third one I've seen. 

Improve your writing 
Punctuation: capital letters 

We use a capital letter for: 
• people's initials, names, marital status, and job

title: Ms. F. Green, Personnel Manager.

• the names or initials of companies: International

Chemicals, IBM.

• the names of places: New Zealand, Park Road.

• languages, nationalities, and religions: Tom

speaks Chinese, a Greek statue, Sue's a Buddhist.

• days, months, and public holidays: Christmas

Day is on Wednesday December 25.

• the most important words in titles of books,
magazines, movies, etc.: Empire of the Sun.

8 Find and correct any mistakes in the following
sentences. 

a I'm meeting professor Allinton on Tuesday Afternoon, 
aren't I? 

b Do you know any good japanese restaurants? Our 
Managing director, Mr. Hashimoto, is coming over 
next week. 

c Twenty thousand leagues under the sea was written by 
jules verne. 

d What are you doing at easter? 
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Grammar snack 

The definite article: places 

9 a) � Read and /or listen to the "jazz chant,"
paying attention to the rhythm. 

24 

Where shall we go for our summer vacation? 

Europe or Asia or closer to home? 

We could try the Bahamas or maybe Jamaica 

Go around the UK, or Denmark or Spain. 

We could sail the Pacific or even Lake Como 

Or go down the Yangtze as far as Shanghai. 

Or maybe we ought to try something exciting 

Like climbing Mount Fuji or crossing the Alps. 

I have a suggestion: what's wrong with New York? 

We could see Brooklyn Bridge and sit in Times Square, 

Watch a movie on Broadway and walk down Fifth Avenue. 

Central Park's great if the weather stays fine. 

Then we'll pick up a taxi from Grand Central Station 

To JFK Airport and catch our flight home. 

That's what I'd like for my summer vacation 

No mountains or beaches but plenty of fun! 

www.irLanguage.com 

b) Put the places in the box into the correct column
in the chart. Find an example (or examples) from the
"jazz chant" for each place.

� groups of islands single islands 
republics or unions of states countries 
oceans or seas lakes rivers 
single mountains mountain ranges 
cities I towns roads I streets I avenues 
squares bridges parks stations airports 

with the without the

c) Complete the sentences in the vacation
advertisement with the if it is necessary.

Winter Breaks 
with Sunspot 

Vacations 
lJiBif111 ... :: ... AuBtrolial 

• Spend the first three days in (2) ........ Sydney 

• See (3) •.....•• Sydney Harbor Bridge 

• Go shopping in (4) ........ George Street

• Visit (5) ........ Blue Mountains, just outside the city.

• Then go north to (6) ........ Whitsunday Islands and 

practice your diving in (7) •••••••. Pacific Ocean. 

• Finally, see the crocodiles from the movie

Crocodile Dundee in (8) ....... . 

Kakadu National Park. 



Improve your writing 
Postcards 

When writing postcards, we 

often leave out a lot of words 

to save space: 

• �having a great time ...
• T):kf food is wonderful . . .

a) Read postcard A from 

1 Q New York and decide where

the words in the box should go. 

What types of words are usually 

left out? 

The there are my is � 
We're We'll be The is We 

b) Read postcard B from Rome

and circle the words that can be

left out.

c) Imagine that you are on

vacation. write a postcard to an

English-speaking friend

Dear Pete and Sarah, 

We-l-"e-
t'me here in the Big Apple .

R · a 11reat I having "' 
d sunny. Spent � rful - hot an Weather won"'e 

t' depart-h ing - fantas ic 
most of today s opp 

. d's not lookinghere· credit ca� ment stores . 
d some sightseeing 

too healthy! Hoping to o 
T' es Squo1re, etc. _ F ihh Avenue. 1m tomorrow 

. nobody seems to 
Nightlife also incredible ... 

go to bed! 
I of weeks, Back in a coup e 

S ana Joe love ue 
xxxx 

Dear Stt#!, tt/'Ul }�
(@ arrived hu� a, Cbupk of rb.yr
�o - the, hotel u r/.1,f,tU,[ but: Cbfflr 

fortab� but: the, food u Mt 3re.at.
W�'r� 3oiltj o� a, tour of the, wkote,
city touwrrow; then, we,'r� �
to try f014U, typi,c.at fMm di.nu for
duut.er. w� hope, your fa1uJy ar� alt
wel4 we,11, ree, you, m Septemi?er. 

Lbve, Mark ttl'Ul TU4-e, 

® 

Mr. and Mrs. Hall

3 Park Grove 

Leicester 

England 

® 

Stt#!, ttl'Ul ju/i,e, Forter
sdwot��
Broad.wood 
(}wuc.erter 

Effjuur.d 

r--------, 
I I 

I I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I 

I I 

L--------� 
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Present Perfect Simple and 
Past Simple 

1 
Read this interview with Zoe, a singer in a pop 

group, and circle the best verb form. 

I = Interviewer Z = Zoe 

I: Well, it's nearly Christmas and your single's number 
one in the charts. You must be very pleased. 

Z: Oh yes, of course: (1) it was /�an incredible 
year for us - we (2) already had I 've already had two 
number one songs this year and (3) we did I we've

done a tour of the UK. 

I: OK, tell us how it all (4) started I has started.

Z: We only (5) formed I have formed the group in 
January, and since then we (6) spent I 've spent

almost every day together. At first we only (7) played I

have played other people's songs and we (8) didn't

start I haven't started writing our own songs until we 
(9) found I 've found our manager, Brian.

I: Uh-huh . . .  so when (10) was I 's been your first big 
concert? 

Z: Well, that was in May, and around the same time 
Brian (11) helped I's helped us.to get a recording 
contract with Sony. 

I: Yes, and your album's doing very well in the charts. 
So what's next? 

Z: Well, we're working on some new songs and we 
(12) agreed I 've agreed to do a US tour next summer.

I: Great! Well, we all wish you the best of luck and 
thank you for coming on the program. 
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2 Six of the sentences below are wrong. Find the

mistakes and correct them. 

a � the news last night? Did yoU/ see, 
b Carrie's a really close friend - we knew each other 

for ages. 
c I've had this cold all week. 
d Hello, er . . .  sorry, I forgot your name. 
e Jeff's never broken a promise before. 
f Oh, that's a nice watch. How long did you have it? 
g My secretary was late for work every day last 

month. 
h Look! It has stopped raining! 

I see your team's in the final. Did they ever win 
the cup? 

j We didn't play tennis together since the summer. 
k Have you seen John this morning? We have a 

meeting together at 11:30. 
I can't find my keys - has anyone seen them? 

3 Read this extract from an article called Famous

Moms and Dads and complete the sentences 

with the best form of the verb in parentheses. 

"It (1)� ............................... (be) my birthday yesterday: 

I'm 14 years old. Some people say I'm lucky but I don't 

think so. Imagine, in my life I (2) .................................... (go) 

to eight different schools and I (3) .................................... .. 

(never e;tay) anywhere long enough to make a best

friend. We (4) ...................................... (live) in so many 

different houses that I can't remember some of them. 

In fact, last year we (5) ...................................... (move)

three times. It's true, there are some good things: I 

(6) ...................................... (meet) some really famous 

people and we (7) ...................................... (have) some 

great vacations - I (8) ...................................... (go) to

Disneyland at least four times, but never with Mom 

and Dad. When I (9) ... , .................................. (be) young, 

I always (10) ............................ : ......... (have) a nanny, and 

she (11) ...................................... (take) me on vacation.

I'm staying with my aunt and uncle at the moment 

because my dad's making a movie in France and my 

mom (12) ........ , ............................. (go) to Los Angeles." 
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Present Perfect + just I yet I already 

Notice the position of just and already: 

• John's just arrived.

Just= a short time before now.

• "Would you like a sandwich?" "I've already eaten, thank you."

Already= before now and means sooner or earlier than we expected.

• "Have you seen that movie yet, Tim?"

• Jill hasn't been to the British Museum yet.

Yet = before now. We often use yet when we expect that the person

we are talking about will do something. It is used in questions and

negatives.

4 Reorder the words in these sentences. The first word is

underlined. 

a movie -l - started - the - already - has - think 

!..�-�-�-�-�-��-�e! ...................................................... . 

b haven't - my - yet - homework -1- done 

c just - married - They - got - 've 

d Mark - of - come - the - hospital - yet - Has - out ? 

e brother - a - just - My - has - car - bought - new 

f Christmas - all - already -lane - sent - cards - has - her 

5 a) Match a sentence from column A with one from column B to

make a dialog. 

A B 

1 Have you phoned Brian yet? a 

2 You look great. b 

3 Do you want a drink? c 

Yes, we've already met. 

I've already done them. 

No, I haven't had any food yet. 

4 What did you think of the d Thanks, I've just come back from 

video I gave you? 

5 Do you know Susie? 

6 Have you tried this pizza? 

It's really good. 

7 Could you finish those 

letters by lunchtime? 

8 Have you seen John? 

1 

5 

2 

6 

3 

7 

vacation. 

e No thanks, I've already had four beers. 

f I haven't had time to watch it yet. 

g He's just gone out. 

h Yes, but he wasn't in. 

4 

8 

b) Now cover up column B. Say the

first line of the dialog aloud and try

and respond with the second line.

for, since, and ago 
6 Complete these sentences with

the words in parentheses and 

either for, since, ago, or nothing(-) 

in some sentences. 

a Joy's had toothache 

for:.#!!:� �t .................................. . 
(three days) 

b Frankie last went to the dentist 

(six months) 

c My brother and I started going 

jogging 

(a year) 

d Jane's been feeling sick 

(last night) 

e I took two aspirins 

(this morning)

f Pete's been on a diet 

(two weeks) 

g I haven't done any exercise 

(months) 

h We played soccer 

(all day yesterday) 

I've been doing aerobics 

(this time last year) 

My mother hasn't been feeling well 

(her operation) 
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Present Perfect Continuous 

7 Circle the best verb form in the following

sentences. 

a I've been knowing 1€3susan for about five 
years. 

b Mom had to take Tim to the dentist because he's 
been breaking I broken his tooth. 

c My husband's been having I 's had his cellphone for a 
week and it isn't working. 

d I hope Karen calls soon because Rick's been waiting I

's waited by the phone for hours. 
e We've been going I gone to the new sports center 

since June. Why don't you come and try it? 
f Giuseppina's English is getting much better. She's 

been practicing I 's practiced a lot recently. 
g You look much slimmer. Have you been dieting I

dieted? 

h John's boss has been deciding I has decided to have a 
vacation next month. 
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Goodbye and thanks for having us. We've really been

en;oying I en;oyed this evening. 
TEACHER: OK, has everyone been finishing I has everyone

finished the exercise? Fine. Let's go on. 

Grammar snack 

Articles with school, college, etc.

A Matt went to school in Kansas. 

B His father went to the school to see the 

principal. 

In sentence A Matt is a student and goes to school 

to study, which is the usual reason (no article). 

In sentence B the father is visiting the school 

building, he doesn't study there (we use a or the). 

Here is another example: 

• Nelson Mandela spent many years in prison.

• His wife couldn't go to the prison very often

to visit him.

Places that follow this rule are: school, college, 

university, church, court, prison. 

8 Look at these sentences and cross out the or a

when they are not necessary. 

a 1 "Where's Billy?" "He's still at � school: his 
lessons don't finish until 4:00." 

2 There's a school very near here. 

b 1 I waited in the church for the rain to stop. 

2 "Do you go to the church?" "Yes, every Sunday." 

c 1 Jan's going to the court today because she hasn't 
paid her taxes for five years. 

d 

e 

2 Tourists are allowed to visit the court on Thursday 
mornings. 

1 I left the university when I was 21. 

2 My parents came to the university for my 
graduation day. 

1 My three years at a college were fantastic. 

2 I went to the college to see an exhibition. 
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Vocabulary 
Describing people's appearance 

9 a) Complete the chart below with a word or phrase from the box
and He has, He wears, or He's I His hair's. 

nice a rather pointed nose quite slim of medium build going gray 
quite wavy not very tall friendly casual a bit overweight round 
sparkly eyes highlighted good dress sense colorful going bald 

Face Clothes Build Hair 
He,/uu ... He, ... He,'f ... He/s I Hu hair's. . .

a, rai:he.r wears lti,ce, 
pciltted H,bfe, CUJtnM 

b) Complete these descriptions with words and phrases from the
boxes.
1 My uncle Bill's ....... .tff!#.�.�-·············· . He has gray, curly hair and 

a ..................................... , ..................................... face. He often wears very 

..................................... and he always looks quite ...................................... . 

friendly round colorful clothes nice � 

2 My grandmother's ..................................... . 

and she's a little ...................................... . 

She has a ...................................... face 

and white ...................................... hair. 

She's getting a bit old now, but she 

always wears ..................................... . 

and she has the most beautiful hands 

I've ever seen. 

nice clothes wavy overweight 
not very tall friendly 

3 My cousin Jim's 18. He's 

...................................... and not 

...................................... . He has 

long, ...................................... hair 

and quite a ................................ . 

face. He likes wearing 

...................................... clothes: 

jeans and T-shirts, usually. 

of medium build very tall 
pointed wavy casual 

c) In your notebook write a
description either of someone
famous or of someone in your
class. Show it to your teacher.
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module 4 ---------------------------------

Pronunciation 

Ir/, /i:/, and /a1/ 

.,..,. 
Compare these three sounds: 

III: a bit to finish 
III II-I Iii

li:I: to rfil!_d pfillP/e 
li:I li:I 

fail: mt white 
fail fail 

1 0 
a) � Listen to the
phrases below (or say 

them aloud) and write the correct 
symbol in the spaces. 

1 his hair's quite thick 
/ai/ /r/ 

2 he's of mfdium build 
I I I I 

3 she has gr�n ms 
I I I I 

4 her hair's highlighted 
I I I I 

5 she's prftty and very s lim 
I I I I 

6 she has a sweet s mile 
I I I I 

7 he's kind and rather shy: 
I I I I 

8 he's much thinner now he's in 
his teens I I

I I 

b) Listen to the phrases again
and repeat them.
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Listen and read 

Tom Cruise 

m irLanguage.com 

11 
� Read and I or listen to this biography of the movie star Tom
Cruise and mark the statements below T (true) or F (false). 

Born in Syracuse, New York, on July 3, 
1 %2, Tom Cruise had a difficult 
childhood. His parents divorced when 
he was twelve, and in the first eleven 
years of his life his family moved a total 
of seven times. He had problems at 
school, partly because he never stayed in 
one place long enough to make friends 
and partly because he suffered from 
dyslexia and found reading very hard. 
As a teenager he couldn't decide 
whether to become a priest or a 
wrestler, but at the age of eighteen he 
chose acting as a �r. 
His first movie Endless 'LIM!, in 1981, 
was followed quickly in the same year 
by Taps in which he had a sttong 
supporting role as an angry young 
cadet. Over the next few years he made 
a name for himself in a series of fairly 
succes.mtl movies, often playing 
attractive "boy-next-door" types. His 
big break came in 1986 in the hit Top 
Gun, where he played a rebellious 
fighter pilot with a killer smile. 
By the late 1980s magazines v;ere 
calling him "easily the most powerful 
star of his generation" because of his 
more serious roles in Rain Man, in 1988, 
opposite Dustin Hoffinan, and Born on

the Fourth of]uly, which was made in the 
following year. For this movie he 
received his first Oscar nomination for 
Best Actor for his powerful 
perfonuance as the antiwar hero Ron 
Kovic. People who have worked with 
him say hes a perfectionist, preparing 
carefully for each role, and focusing 100 
percent while in the studio. Success 
continued in the 1990s with movies 

such as Mission Impossible and Eyes Wide 
Shut. He is now one of the few actors 
who receives more than 20 million 
dollars a picture. 
Cruise is a very private man, who rarely 
gives interviews. His personal life has 
had its ups and downs. In 1987 he 
married actress Mimi Rogers who was 
several years older than hin1, but the 
marriage ended in divorce in 1990. In 
the same year he married his costar 
from Days of Thunder, red-headed 
actress Nicole Kidman. Both of them 
are members of the Church of 
Scientol<:l{,,y, but Cmise has always 

refused to answer questions about hi5 
religion. 
Whatever happens in his private life, 
people will remember him as one of 
the most charismatic actors in modem 
movie history and many will probably 
agree with People magazine in 1997 
when they chose him as one of the fifty 
most beautiful people in the world 

a Tom Cruise was very successful at school. .. f.. 

b He always wanted to become an actor. 

c He played the star part in Taps. .. ... 

d Top Gun was his most successful early movie. 

e He was nominated for an Oscar for Born on the Fourth of July. 

f He is a very hard worker. .. ... 

g He hardly ever gives interviews. 

h He got married to Nicole Kidman in 1991. 



Improve your writing 
Punctuation: commas 

We put a comma (.) in a sentence to show a 

short pause. 

In a list, we use a comma instead of and or or: 

• He lived in France, Italy, Belgium, and Spain.

When we join two short sentences with a 

conjunction, e.g. and, but, or so, we often use a 

comma before the conjunction: 

• He moved to France, but he never forgot his

friends in England.

If the sentence is short, a comma is not always 

necessary: 

• He loved Paris but I didn't.

Notice where we put the commas in direct speech: 

• "I'll buy the tickets," he said.

• She said, "It's OK, I have lots of money."

12 a) Insert commas where necessary in these

sentences. 

1 I'm not very keen on jaz20 blue� or rock music. 

2 Steve practices his guitar every day and has guitar 
lessons twice a week. 

3 I don't know much about the Beatles but I like their 
music a lot. 

4 I like going to rock concerts but the tickets can be 
really expensive so I don't go often. 

5 "I thought they were rubbish" Naomi said as we 
came out of the concert. 

6 There were four members of the group: John Paul 
George and Ringo. 

7 Jorge said "You can borrow my guitar." 

8 "Come on" Paddy said "or we'll be late." 

9 "I can get tickets for January 12 13 or 15." 

10 The music was very loud but quite good. 

b) In the following extract Bob Geldof, a famous rock

star, talks about his meeting with Mother Teresa of

Calcutta. Read the text and insert commas where

necessary.

We sat in the airport till Mother Teresa came 
in. I felt hot0 tire<lG and a bit nervous. I 
wanted to kiss her when I met her but she 
didn't let me. She told me about her work in 
Ethiopia. She and her sisters took care of 
sick people and homeless children. I wanted 
to help them and I told her about my music. 

Then I said 'Tll give a concert in India for 
you." 

"No. God will give us what we need." She 
turned to one of the important people 
nearby. 

"I saw two big old palaces in the city" she 
said. "Will you give me them for my 
homeless children?" 

'Tm not sure about palaces but we can 
find you a house." 

"Two houses" said Mother Teresa. 
"Two houses." 
I understood that Mother Teresa could 

ask for anything and she would get it. She 
was all goodness. She wanted nothing for 
herself. Then she took my hand and said "I 
can do something you can't do and you can 
do something I can't do but we both have 
to do it." 
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will and won't 

1 
Complete these sentences with will or won't

and a verb from the box. 

take get like � come be need 
agree pass send 

a I need these shoes on Saturday . 
. W.i!!:.�J'!'.r.� ........... (they) by then? 

b You can invite your ex-girlfriend to the party, but 
I'm sure she ........................................ . 

c We ........................................ to order the flowers at 
least two weeks before the wedding. 

d ........................................ (you) late tonight? 
e I don't think you should buy Mom those gloves, she 

........................................ them. 
f So, the exam's in June. When ....................................... . 

(they) us the results? 
g Don't forget to take a sweater: I expect it 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cold later. 
h Stop worrying about the exam - you 

........................................ easily. 
Why do you want to leave so early? It 
........................................ very long to get there. 
You can ask her to type your work but I don't think 
she .............................. : ......... . 

going to

2 Complete these conversations with the correct
form of going to and a suitable verb where 

necessary (short answers may be possible}. 

a A: It's my 18th birthday in June. 

B: 1r:fl.!'.�j.t!0;J."?"!?.� .................. a party? 
A: I haven't decided yet. 

b A: My brother's just heard that he's lost his job. 
B: Oh no! What .................................................... ? 
A: I think he's planning to travel for a while. 
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c 

ule 5 
A: Are you really going 

to give up smoking? 
B: Yes, ............................ . 

I threw my last pack 
of cigarettes away 
yesterday. 

d A: Do you have any plans for the weekend? 
B: Well, David and I. .................................................. . 

a movie on Sunday night. 
A: Oh, which one? 

e A: Are you nervous about 
making a speech at the 
wedding? 

B: Yes, but .............. . 

about it anymore. 
A: No - thinking about it 

will make you more 
nervous. 

f A: Lisa's really in love with Alain, isn't she? 
. ................................................... him? 

B: I hope so. He'd be the perfect husband for her. 

g A: I heard that the council has bought that land 
behind the movie theater to build on. 

B: Oh really? What ................................................... . 
there? 

A: A new shopping mall, I think. 

h A: Are you and Annie going to have a vacation this 
year? 

B: No, .................................................... . We have 
no money. 



Present Continuous for future 
arrangements 
3 a) Who do the datebooks below belong to? Choose from

the box. 

a university student a politician a business person 
a dentist a pop singer 

A ....................................... . 

TUESDAY 8TH 

9:00 Mrs. P/11/ips, Bm l:.. 

5,,/I,; - d1.xk11p 
10:00 M,: Lt1rd - c,xfr,1,·fi,111 

11 :00 
1 2 :00 Su."'" l<.:11ncd1; 

1 :00 

2:00 

3:00 

4:00 

5:00 

B ....................................... . 

TUESDAY STH 

10:30 Shakespeare lecture 

12:00 Daniella - lunch 

1:00 squash with Paul 

3:00 meeting with Professor 

Livesy to discuss
essay 

b) Use the prompts to make complete sentences with the correct form

of the Present Continuous.

Datebook A

A: Hello, Mr. Haines's surgery. 

B: Yes, hello ... could the dentist see my daughter? She has terrible toothache. 

A: Well, he I see I patients all morning. 

<I) . �#.i. /�} :.� �i:0!r .. a!!:.�.�':1:03 ...................................................... . 
B: Um ... what about the afternoon? 

A: I'm sorry, he I have I the afternoon off, but he could see you at one 

o'clock. 

(2) .................................................................. .............................................. . 

B: Oh, thank you, I'll bring her then. 

Datebook B 

C: I need to talk to you. Can we meet sometime today? 

D: Well, I'm quite busy: I I go I to a lecture this morning and I / meet / 

Daniella for lunch. 

(3) ............... ············ ............................................... ·············· .......................... . 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .

Other ways of 
talking about the 
future 
4 Use the prompts to make

complete sentences in these 

dialogs. 

a My nephew Justin's leaving school 

in July. 

Oh, what I he I intending I do I

after that? 

P� .. �.0..�.u:¢.� .. to .. c!-P ..... 
ef!e:i:_ .tf:r:¢.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ? 

b What time are your 

grandparents coming? 

They I due I arrive I at about six. 

c I'm going to spend the summer 

in Turkey. 

Really? Where I you I planning I

stay? 

ct I hear you've bought a new 

house. 

Yes, we I hoping I move I next 

month. 

e Jeannie looks a bit worried. 

I know, she I about I take I her 

driver's test. 

What are you going to do with 

the money you won in the 

lottery? 

Well, I I thinking I buy I a new 

car with some of it. 

C: What I you I do in the afternoon? ·············································· ..... . 

(4) .. ······ ....... ··········· ..................... ····· .... ········. ······· .... ················· ................... 7 

D: Well, I I play I squash until 3:00, then I have a meeting. 

(5) ................................................................................................................ . 

you I do i anything in the evening? I'm free then. 

(6) ................................................................................................................. . 

C: No, that's fine. 

g ¥att's been practicing the piano 

a lot, hasn't he1 

Yes, he I determined I win I the 

competition. 
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module 5 ----------------------------------

Future clauses with if, when, etc. 

5 
Match a question from column A with an answer from

column B to make a dialog. 

A 

a Will you call me tonight? 

b Could you let Sandra have 
the plane tickets next week? 

c Have you finished writing 
those invitations? 

d Can you ask Tim to 
photocopy these letters? 

e Is Jack coming to the party? 

f What time do you expect 
to be home? 

g Do you have the new Oasis

CD? 

h Could I borrow your tennis 
racket? 

Was your friend hurt in the 
accident? 

a .. 1. .. b 

g 

c 

f h 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Pl 

B 

He'll try to come if he's free. 

-Not yet. I'll finish them once I 
find my pen. 

I don't know yet, I'll know more 
after I phone the hospital. 

Yes, I'll phone you as soon as I 
get home. 

Yes - I won't need it until the 
weekend. 

Of course, I'll mail them to her 
when I get them. 

I'll be on the six o'clock train 
unless the meeting finishes late. 

Yes, I'll make sure he does it 
before he goes home. 

Yes, it's great. I'll play it for you 
next time you come to my house. 

d e ...... . 

6 Look at these sentences and make

one complete sentence, using the 

word in bold.

a We're going to play again. I'll beat you 
then. 
next time 

I'll beat )'.�lf'.�-!':t..�.�*-········· .. ··· . 

b You'll be in Madrid again. Phone me then. 
·when

Phone me ................................................ . 

c It's going to get dark soon. Let's stop now. 
before 

Let's stop ................................................. . 

d I'm moving next week. Then I'll give 
you my phone number. 
after 

I'll give .................................................... . 

e That movie will come out soon. I'd like 
to see it then. 
as soon as 

I'd like ..................................................... . 

f Maurizio'll finish university soon. He 
hopes to get a job then. 
once 

Maurizio hopes ...................................... .. 

g The taxi'll come in a few minutes. I'll 
wait with you. 
until 

I'll wait ................................................... . 



Grammar snack 

Prepositions of time for the future 

We use on with days and dates:
• I'm seeing him on I Tuesday afternoon.

February 6. 

We use in for a period longer or shorter than a day.
• We'll finish it in November I the afternoon I 2001.

We use in for a period between now and a future time:
• We're meeting in two days.
We use at for points in the future and public holidays:
• We'll stop at midnight.
• I'm going to see my parents at Easter.
There is no preposition with next, this, or the: 
• T his time next week I'll be on vacation.
• I'll finish my course the year after next.

7 a) Look at the expressions in the box and put them into the correct
column in the chart below. 

� the year after next 2010 Saturday night Sunday 
this time next year midday December 1 two weeks Christmas 
next month a moment lunchtime 7:30 three weeks 
this time tomorrow my birthday next Saturday a month 
Wednesday evening the day after tomorrow 

in on at 

a, Jew-mi.Jutte.

-

b) Complete these sentences so that they are true for you (talking
about the future).

1 This time tomorrow ..................................................................................... . 

2 On Saturday night ...................................................................................... . 

3 On my birthday ........................................................................................... . 

4 At eight o'clock tomorrow morning ........................................................... . 

5 In a few minutes ......................................................................................... . 

6 The day after tomorrow .............................................................................. . 

modules 

Pronunciation 

/3:/, /o:/, and foul

Compare these sounds: 
curl cg.fl 
'3:/ /o:/ 
bgyght boat 
/o:/ foul 

girl goal 
'3:/ Jou/ 

8 a) � Listen to the pairs of
words in the chart and repeat 

them. 

/3:/ /o:/ foul 

surfed soft 
weren't won't 
hurt hall 
curl call 
learn loan 
work walk 

law low 
caught coat 

burn bone 

b) � Now listen and write the
word you hear.

1 .?f.q.,ff,: .............. . 
2 ...................... . 

3 ...................... . 

4 ...................... . 

5 ......... ............. . 

6 ..................... .. 

7 ...................... . 

8 ...................... . 

9 ...................... . 

10 ...................... . 
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module 5 -----------------------------------

Vocabulary 
Jobs 

9 a) The pictures below show different jobs.
Rearrange the mixed-up letters to make the name 

of each job. 

• 

1 ocnacntuat a.��--- .......... . 

2 realwy !. ............................. . 

3 nirdeegs d .............................. . 

·4 rarteyces s .............................. . 

5 

6 

enegrine e .............................. . 

pitersnotice r .............................. . 

7 retrucle I. ............................ .. 

8 hicretcat a .............................. . 

"" 
You can use your English-English dictionary to "" 
help you with word stress. The dictionary shows 
stress with the mark' in front of the stressed 
syllable: 

teach•er /ti:tJ:,r/ n [CJ someone whose job is to 
teach: Miss Ti11dale's my favorite teacher 

re•port•er /n·r:i:rt:->r/ 11 [CJ someone who writes 
about events for a newspaper, radio, or television 

pol+ti·cian /pali'uJ;rn/ 11 [CJ someone who works 
in politics, especially an elected member of a 
parliament or similar institution 

It's a good idea to mark the stress when you learn 
a new word. You can do this with a circle over the 
stressed syllable: 
• • 

teacher politician 
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• 

reporter 

b) Using these extracts from the Longman Dictionary

of Contemporary English, mark the stress• on the
jobs in a).

ac•coun•tant fa'kaunt;:,nt/ n [CJ someone 
whose job is to keep and check financial 
accounts 

law•yer /lo:j;ir/ n [CJ someone whose job is to 
advise people about laws, write formal 
agreements, or represent people in court 

de•sign•er' /d1'zam:ir/ n [CJ someone whose job 
is to make plans or patterns for clothes, 
furniture, equipment, etc.: a dress designer

ar•chiotect /'u:rk11ckt/ n [CJ someone whose 
job is to design buildings 

se•re•ta•ry /'sckr:itcri/ n [CJ someone who 
works in an office typing letters, keeping 
records, arranging meetings, etc. 

en•gi•neer' /end3J'n1r/ n [CJ someone who 
designs the way roads, bridges, machines, 
etc. are built 

re•cep•tion•ist /n'scrJ;:,111st/ n [CJ someone 
whose job is to welcome and deal with 
people arriving in a hotel or office build
ing, visiting a doctor, etc. 

lecturer /'lektJ:,m/ n [CJ someone who gives 
a lecture: a brilliant lecturer 

c) � Listen and repeat the words, paying attention
to the stress.

Adjectives to describe jobs 

10 
a) Match an adjective from column A with
a definition from column B. 

A B 

1 tiring a making you feel very sad 

2 stressful b making you feel happy and 
satisfied because you feel you are 
doing something useful or important 

3 challenging c making you feel that you want to 
sleep or rest 

4 varied d producing or using new or 
imaginative ideas, results, etc. 

5 creative e involving different kinds of things 
or people 

6 depressing f makes you worry a lot 

7 rewarding g difficult in an interesting or 
enjoyable way 

1 .. � ... 2 3 4 

5 6 7 



b) The adjectives are written in phonemic script below.
Notice where the stressed syllable is. Complete each
line with the correct adjective, marking the stress •·

1 -���l!:tj. ...... . 5 

/di' pres11J/ /l tam!J/ 

2 6 
/ 1 stresful/ /n1 w:i:rdil)/

3 7 
/kn1jen1v/ /'vend/ 

4 

Real life 
Formal telephone conversations 

11 a
) You are phoning Mrs Leeson, at Henderson 

Insurance. If you can't speak to her personally, 
you need her to phone you back. Complete the dialog 
with suitable questions and responses. 

A: Good afternoon, Henderson Insurance, Pam 
speaking. How can I help? 

B: Good afternoon, could /.F�.f�/:-:'!r.�· . .f:-.��"!? ............ . 

�'!: ...................................................................... ? 

A: Just a moment, I'll connect you. 

C: Hello, Mrs. Leeson's office, Sandy speaking. 

B: Hello, could ................................................................. . 

.................................................................................... ? 

C: I'll just see if she's available. Can I ask who's calling? 

B: ..................................................................................... . 

C: One moment, please (pause). Hello, I'm afraid she's 
not in the office at the moment. Would you like her 
to call you back? 

B: ..................................................................................... . 

C: Can I take your number? 

B: ..................................................................................... . 

C: Right, I'll get her to call you back as soon as she 
comes in. 

B: ..................................................................................... . 

C: Goodbye. 

module 5 

b) You are phoning International School to find out
information about their English courses for executives.
Leave a message on the answering machine.
Answering machine message: This is the International 

School answering service. We're sorry there's no one 

available to take your call. Please leave your message 

after the tone. If you would like information about 

courses, please leave your name and address and we'll 

send you our brochure. Thank you. ( tone) 

c) � Listen to some possible answers for a) and b).

d) � Now try to respond in the spaces on the
cassette, without looking at your book.
You hear: You say: 

Good afternoon, 
Henderson Insurance, Pam 
speaking. How can I help? 

qood ajtenwo� 
wuU I,� to Mn 

Lee,o� p/-ea,,e,? 

Improve your writing 
Apostrophes 

We use apostrophes: 
• to show a missing letter or letters: I am - I'm,

He has - He's.

• to show possession with nouns: Robin's pen.

Notice: 
• the girl's mother= one girl. 

the girls' mother= more than one girl. 
• With irregular plurals, the apostrophe goes

before the -s: the children's game.

• We don't use apostrophes with possessive
pronouns and adjectives: hers, its, ours, theirs.

1 2 Insert an apostrophe where necessary in 
these sentences. 

a I read your pen pals letter - she sounds really nice. 
b This is the boys bedroom. Theyre both at school at 

the moment. 
c Its a nice day, isnt it? 
d Whose is this? I think its hers. 
e 

f 

g 

Whos that at the reception desk? 
The companys lost all its best designers. 
Hes leaving in a year. 

h I have five years experience in advertising. 



-ed I -ing adjectives

1 
a) Complete these sentences with an adjective
from the box. 

depressed I depressing frightened I frightening 
embarrassed I embarrassing � I exciting 
disappointed I disappointing annoyed I annoying 
surprised I surprising 

1 Rob's starting his new job tomorrow, isn't he? 

2 

3 

4 

Yes, I think he's quite .�X#.� .................. but very 
nervous too. 

We were very ............................... to hear that Ann 
and Tom are going to get married. We didn't think 
that she liked him. 

What did you think of the movie? 
Actually, I thought it was quite ............................... . 
I expected it to be better. 

I was really ............................... because I couldn't 
remember his name and it was the third time I'd 
met him. 

5 Some parents thought the movie Jurassic Park was 
too ........................... for children under five years old. 

6 Sally gets very ······:··········· ............. when people are
late for meetings. 

7 Mrs. Dudley's really , .............................. . Her cat 
died last week. 

b) Complete the following sentences so that they are
true for you.

1 I find ........................................ : ................... terrifying. 

2 I get very annoyed when .......... : ................................. . 

3 I'm always pleased when ........................................... . 

·,"-

4 When I get excited I usually .............................. � ... ; . .

5 I find ..................................................... really boring. 

6 I don't find .................................................. shocking. 

7 When I feel depressed I usually ................................ . 
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Grammar snack 
Prepositions after -ed I -ing adjectives 

Adjectives can be followed by prepositions. 
· A good dictionary shows you these: depressed

about 

2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

de-pressed /drprest/ adj a) feeling very unhappy: 
She felt lonely and depressed.I (+ about] Carter seemed 
depressed about the situation 

a) Use these extracts from the Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary English to find the
prepositions that follow the adjectives below.

bored /bo:rd/ adj tired and impatient because you 
do not think something is interesting, or because 
you have nothing to do: Children easily get bored.I 
(+ with] I'm bored with the same old routine day after day 

con•fused /k;m'fju:zd/ adj unable to understand 
clearly what someone is saying or what is happening: 
I am totally confused. Could you explain that again?I 
[+ about) If you are confused about anything, phone 
my office 

dis•ap•point•ed /disa'poinud/ adj sad because 
something you hoped for did not happen, or 
because someone or something was not as good 
as expected: Dad seemed more disappointed than 
angry.I (+ about) Nathan's really disappointed about not 
being able to go 

fright•ened /'fra1tnd/ adj feeling afraid: a frightened 
animall (+ of) l was frightened of being left by myself 
in the house 

ln•terest•ed /'mtr.>sud/ adj giving a lot of attention to 
something because you want to find out more 
about it: [+ In) I'm not really interested in politics 

sur•prised /sarpra1.zd/ adj having a feeling of surprise: 
Mr. Benson looked surprised when I told him I was 
leaving! (+ at/by) We Were all surprised at Sue's outburst 

wor-ried /'wArid/ adj unhappy because you keep 
thinkfng about a problem or are anxious about 
something: Don't look so worried- we'll find him.I 
[about) She's so worried about her exams 

em•bar•rassed /lm'ba!(';}Sl/ .adj ashamed, nervous, or 
uncomfortable in a social situation: I managed to 
spill water on one of the guests - I was so embarrassed!! 
[+ about] At about the age of twelve, girls start feeling 
embarrassed about changing their clothes in front of 
other people 

bored . ':l!#fr:,, . ..... 5 interested ............... 
confused ............... 6 surprised . .. . ...........
disappointed . .............. 7 worried ··············· 
frightened ···· · · · ··· · · ··· 8 embarrassed ............... 



b) Rewrite these sentences using the correct

preposition.

1 The economy is depressing. 

I'm .�e:f[�.#..t!f4.�.��-'1!f. ................................ . 

2 Stella found his behavior surprising. 

Stella was ................................................................... . 

3 Adrian's job interview is worrying him. 

Adrian's ...................................................................... . 

4 Missing the party was really disappointing. 

I was ........................................................................... . 

5 Your suggestions for the project are very interesting. 

We're very .................................................................. . 

6 Henry's job is really boring. 

Henry is ...................................................................... . 

7 Roy found his big nose embarrassing. 

Roy was ...................................................................... . 

8 My daughter finds the dark frightening. 

My daughter's ............................................................ . 

9 The reason for the meeting is confusing. 
I'm .............................................................................. . 

The passive 
3 Look at the following sentences and write

questions using the passive form. 

a George was taken to the hospital because he had a 
heart attack. (ask why)

W/;f.. !f.Af. Y.�!.j.� � t.t!. f:Af. l!!!rf:{t!!!. ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ? 

b The prisoner was shot at seven o'clock this morning. 
(ask when)

..................................................................................... ? 

c Tickets for the concert are sold at all large music 
stores. (ask where)

..................................................................................... ? 

d The new theater will be built in five years. 
(ask when)

. .................................................................................... ? 

e The article was written by Urma Mackintyre. 
(ask who by)

. .................................................................................... ? 

f The plant has been moved because it wasn't getting 
enough light. (ask why)

. .................................................................................... ? 

g Portuguese is spoken in Brazil. (ask where)

..................................................................................... ? 

h Napoleon was known as Boney. (ask what)

. .................................................................................... ? 

The movie was directed by Zeffirelli. (ask who by)

..................................................................................... ? 

Forty-seven people have been injured. (ask how

many) 

..................................................................................... ? 

4 Complete these sentences with the correct

passive form of the verb in parentheses. 

a In the UK psychology ........... if..�# ............. in 
universities but not usually in schools. (teach)

b The body of a young man ...................................... . 
in the river yesterday. (find)

c Thirty-five cars ....................................... from 
downtown since January. (steal)

d Where .......... the next Olympics .................... ? (hold)

e Alcoholic drinks ....................................... to children 
under 16. (not self)

f .......... the bridge ................... a long time ago? (build)

g I'm sorry, but dinner ....................................... in the 
price of an overnight stay. (not include)

h .......... the vegetables .................... immediately after 
you pick them? (freeze)

The hole in my roof ....................................... next 
Friday. (repair)

Mary ....................................... about the accident 
yet. (not tel[)
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module 6 _ _____ _ _ _______ __________________ _ 

5 Read these texts and complete the sentences

with the best form (active or passive) of the verbs 

in bold below each text. 

A 

B 

c 

" ... and this is the last stage of 
the production process. As you 
know, Swift sneakers are very 
expensive, and the reason 
they (1) .�rt. ................... .

so much is that they 
(2) ........................... of the
highest quality leather. We 
(3) ........................... over 10
million sneakers to countr ies all around the world 
and our shoes (4) ........................... by all types of 
people, from top athletes to children at school." 

I wear make ¢ export 

" .. . and that ( 1) ........................... a track from 
the latest CD by Didi Brown. The songs

(2) ........................... by Didi herself when she
(3) ........................... in Ireland last year. The CD
goes on sale next week and 
half the money from the sales 
(4) ........................... to the
'Children in Need' fund." 

J write give stay be 

"This is the new Primera Consul, sir. As you 

can see it (1) ........................... . The engine 
is much more powerful now and it 

(2) ........................... much quieter. There's a

sunroof that (3) ........................... when 

you press this button, and all models now 

( 4) ........................... with a stereo radio/CD

player 

included." 

make come redesign open 
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Vocabulary 
Movies, TV, and newspapers 

6 a) Look at the clues below and find the words in

the word square. 

D 0 c u M E N T A R y 

A s H p w N E H x y I 

N w A R Q c A R T 0 0 

c B R u M u E I 0 E H 

K I s H E A D L I N E 

p E p R T y N L A Q T 
H s 0 A p 0 p E R A A 
M I N E R D Q R M R L 

M u s I c A L p L T K 
v A L w I N G R x I s 

G I L s A H A I T c H 

A D x y A B M p E L 0 

s E w E L R E v I E w 

A serious TV program about real topics. 
A do e,u.,w.,e,n,ta,r..y 

2 A movie about countries fighting. A w 

z 

L 

N 

x 

s 

c 

I 

E 

N 

c 

E 

s 

0 

movie 

3 A movie where the characters are not real. They are 
drawn. A c _____ _ 

4 A piece of writing in a newspaper or a magazine. 
An a _____ _ 

5 A TV program that is on two or three times a week with 
a continuing story about people's lives. 
A s o 

6 A play or movie with lots of singing and dancing. 
A m  _____ _ 

7 Titles of newspaper st01ies that are printed in large 
letters at the top of the stories. h _______ _ 

8 A short word for advertisement. An a

9 A TV program where famous people are interviewed 
about their lives and interests. A t 

10 A very exciting movie about dangerous, frightening, 
or mysterious events. A t ______ _ 

11 You can win prizes in this type of TV program. 
A g ___ show. 

12 A movie about events that take place in the future 
or in space. A s -fiction movie. 

13 An article giving an opinion about a new movie, 
play, book, or exhibition. A r ____ _ 

b) � Listen to the words and repeat them.



Grammar snack 

Prepositions for talking about books, movies, etc. 

We use these prepositions for talking about books: 

• in a book • at the beginning I end
• on page 1 o • on the front I back cover
• in the first chapter

When we want to talk about where something takes place we say: 

• Where's it on? It's

The movie's 

The concert's 

on at the + place 

It's on at the Star Theater. 

7 
a) Complete the phrases in the chart below with the correct
preposition. 

Newspapers Movies TV I Radio 

-�- a newspaper ...... a movie ...... TV I the radio 

.... the sports section ...... the first/ last scene ...... CNN I Radio Brussels 

.... page 2 . . . . . . the beginning I end · · · · · ·  a program 

. . . . the front I back page . . . . . . the news 

...... an advertisement 

b) Use the prompts to make complete answers to these questions.

Is there a photograph of the writer? Yes I it I be I back cover.

x:�,.. i!t ��-#!!:,. P.� .0.� .............................................................................. . 

2 What happened to the hero in the play? He I kill I last scene. 

3 Where are the answers to these exercises? They I be / page 65. 

4 What's on TV tonight? There I be I good movie I Channel 4 at 8:30. 

5 Where is the Picasso Exhibition on? It I be I the National Gallery. 

6 Where did you hear about the train accident? radio / last night. 

7 I can't find the TV guide in this newspaper. It I be I back page. 

8 Where are the movie reviews? I think they I be / entertainment movie 
section. 

9 Was John on TV last night? Yes, didn't you see him? He I be I Break or Bust.

Pronunciation 

If!, !vi, and /w/ 

Compare these three 
sounds: 

If/: fast, /2flrase 

/v/: �ery, /ea�e 

/w/: where, flo'!{er 

8 a) � Listen to these
sentences and mark the /f/,

/v/, and !wt sounds. 

1 I was fascinated by the 
!fl

interyieY!'. on TY last night. 
/v//w/ /v/ 

2 Ken goes swimming every week. 

3 Phone me if you're confused 

about anything. 

4 I'm terrified of storms, 

especially when I'm outside. 

5 The weather forecast says it's 

going to get worse. 

6 Philip drove over 1,000 miles 

last week. 

7 Don't forget to switch off the 

photocopier before you 

leave the office. 

8 Do you believe in love at first 

sight? 

9 That movie got one of the worst 

reviews I've ever read. 

10 I:ve just finished my homework. 

Can I go out? 

b) Listen again and repeat the
sentences.
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Listen and read © 

Letters to a TV magazine 
Dear Editor, 

9 a) � Read and I or listen to these letters.
Which of the letters are positive and which 

are negative? 

I was really upset when I heard that the cartoon 
hour won't be shown on Saturday mornings anymore. My brother and I used to watch it every 
week, especially Superteenagers, and we definitely
don't like the boring gardening program you've puton instead. Please, please, please give us back our
cartoons! 

@ 

Well done ABC {or the brilliant series Cif:tj
Musteries. The characters were reall.!J convincin.3
a::ut the stories completel.!J believable. I was so 
disappointed when it finished. When will the n�xt
series be made? Are there an!! plans to release ,ton

David (aged 12) 

Stonebridge 

® 

video? 
G. Brown

Newtown

I would like to congratulate

Channel 6 for its marvelous

documentary about the life

and work of Louis Armstrong.

His wonderful voice was loved

by millions of people and he

. was a truly international

entertainer. His death was a

loss to all of us but his songs

will live for ever. 

s. Gascoigne

Queensborough 

1 Letter A: ,t?!!f.t!� .......... . 
2 Letter B: ....................... . 
3 Letter C: ....................... . 
4 Letter D: ....................... . 
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This was the scene in m3 livir!!J room last 
. Saturda3: m.!f two dau3hters were 

excited about sta3in3 up late that n!fJht 
to sec Popswap their favorite prO!Jram, 
and I was lookin.3 forward to a calm half 
hour. lma.3ine how disappointed we all 
were when we heard that our prO!Jram 
had been replaced b3 Soccer CraZ:!f I 
understand that there was a � 
,inporfant 3ame that n!fJht, but/ do not 
understand wh3 it needed a half-hour 
introducw,y discussion! 

Jule Gre.!f 
Cardiff 

b) Mark these statements T (true) or F (false).

1 The series City Mysteries wasn't as good as G. Brown expected it to be . .. f.. 
2 G. Brown would like to have a copy of City Mysteries. . ... .
3 Louis Armstrong entertained people all over the world . .... . 
4 S. Gascoigne thought the acting in the Louis Armstrong program was

really good . .... . 
5 There's a new gardening program on TV on Saturday mornings . .... . 
6 Superteenagers are real people . .... . 
7 Pop swap was on at an earlier time than usual. .... . 
8 Julie Grey was interested in the soccer discussion . .... . 



Improve your writing 
Linking ideas without repeating yourself 

To avoid repeating words and expressions 
that have been used before, we often use: 
• possessive adjectives (his, its, their, etc.)
• pronouns (it, she, we, etc.)
• different vocabulary, e.g.
Simon Strange's ne�9is a murder mystery. 
The@is his sixth and it will go on sale next 

�
w

-
e

�
e

=
k

=
.
====:::-=======:::::c:;,====-:=::··=·····�-:::::.. ... :::::...:-:::.:::::::::=j)

10 
a) What do the circled words refer back to in
this letter? Draw arrows (-Q). 

Dear Sir/Madam,

6 Beech Avenue
Doncaster D03 9BS

Apnl 15, 2004

/ was reall.!J pleased to see that 3ou're repeattn_g
the Girlz 'n' Bouz sho�the best
music�around and has probabl.!J the
most interesb'n_g guests on <JD
/ was reall.!J look,n_g forward to last Frida3's 
interview with the Saffron Girls but was ve':f 
disappointed that 3ou onl.!J showed three
minutes of@ Wh!J did 3ou decide to cut the
rest of the � partt'cularl.!J the part
where <f!jjjj) were talk,n_g about <lEi!}) American
tour? Please could 3ou show the whole interview
in another show soon.
Sinceref.!J,
Jenn!/ Ph,1ips 

b) Choose a word from the box to replace the
underlined words in the letter below.

his it It little boy they )tS program it 

rheCott�e 
Castleton 

Derbyshire 

Mo/2J; 2004 

Dear Ser/ Madam, 
I'd like to start by col1jmtulate"n_j NBC on NBC's1,1 ds 

"B··JJ· ,, -r1. I '! 
·· · · .. · ....... · ........ new soaf Of era U-11/iftes. 1!!l:z_ 

sof-l/? o,pera (2) ....................... is very reali'sft'c anti theso�p o,pera (3) ....................... has become my (amify's
(avorde TV soaf o,pera (4) ....................... . 

Im rather confused, however, about NBC's rules
on not show1"n_j violence before 8:oo at niJht. I was 
sdt,"n_j wdh my 8-year-o/tl son anti my 8-year-olq
son's (s) ....................... fnencl, en;;,"n_j' the story, but was extremefy shocked by the murder scene, antimy 8;vear-oltlson (6) ....................... was very 

/riJhtenetl by the murder scene (7) ....................... :Have the rt:Julate'ons cha11Jetl? !/.the renulations (8) ....................... have, I th,i,,k tarents �ou/tl know.
S1'ncerefy, 

Mart,;,, Cook 
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Polite requests 

1 
a) Find the mistake in each of
these dialogs and correct it. 

1 A: Is � all right if I close the 
window? 

B: Yes, go ahead. 

2 A: Do you think could you turn 
your music down? 

B: Yes, of course. Sorry. 

3 A: Would you helping me with 
my suitcase? 

B: I'm sorry, but I have a bad 
back. 

4 A: Could I pass the salt please? 
B: Yes, here you are. 

5 A: Can I speak to you for a 
minute? 

B: Yes, I'm afraid so. 

6 A: Will you to get me my glasses 
please? 

B: Sure. 

7 A: Do you mind I go now? 
B: No, that's fine. We've nearly 

finished. 

8 A: Would you mind taking these 
books to the library? 

B: Yes, I would. I'm going there 
anyway. 

9 A: Could you possible hold my 
umbrella for a minute? 

B: Of course. 

10 A: Would you mind look after 
Jane for an hour? 

B: I'm afraid I can't. I'm just 
going out. 

b) � Listen to the dialogs and
repeat them. Pay attention to the
polite intonation.
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2 a) Look at the following situations and complete each question so
that it is polite. 

1 You want to pay by credit card. 
Can .!.�.fy..P.:��4-............................................................................. ? 

2 You want to borrow your friend's camera. 
Do you think . . . . ... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ... ... .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .... . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . ... .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... ... .. .. . . ? 

3 You didn't hear what your classmate said. You want her to say it again. 
Could .......................................................................................................... ? 

4 You've written a letter in English. You want your teacher to check it. 
Would you mind . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ... .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . ... ... ... . . .. . . . . . ... . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . ... ... . . . . . .. . . . .. . . ? 

5 You can't hear what your roommate is saying because of the radio. You 
want him to turn it down. 
Would ......................................................................................................... ? 

6 You need five dollars. You want your colleague to lend it to you. 
Do you think .. . . . .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .... .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ... . .... .. . .. . . . ... ... . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . ? 

7 You haven't finished your essay. You want to give it to your teacher a 
day late. 
Do you mind if ............................................................................................ ? 

8 You need to use your colleague's computer. 
Could I possibly ........................................................................................... ? 

9 Your friend asks you to go to the movies with her. You can't tell her until 
tomorrow. 
Is it OK ...................................................................................................... ? 

b) � Listen to the situations and complete each question politely.
You hear: You say:

You want to pay by credit card. 
Can ... 



Ways of making offers 

Here are some different ways of making offers: 
• I'll carry that (for you) (if you like).

• Shall I carry that (for you}?

• Would you like me to carry that (for you)?

• Do you want me to carry that (for you)? 

3 Look at these dialogs and reorder B's
response to make an offer. The first word is 

underlined. 
a A: Oh no! I've forgotten to phone Jon about the 

soccer game! 

B: phone -like -if - him -l'.ll -you 

!.'.I!./?!!!!.¥.. �.if )!.qi;{::!#.!:. ............................................. . 

b A: I'd really love a drink. 

B: for -you -Shall -get -I -beer - a ? 

.................................................................................... ? 

c A: I can't get this videocassette recorder to work. 

B: me -want -you -try -Do -to ? 

···················································································· ?

d A: Oh no, I'm going to miss my train. 

B: like -station -me - take -Would -to -you - to 

-you -the ?

····················································································?

e A: I really like that cassette. 

B: to -like -I'll - if - lend - you - it -you 

f A: That's a very interesting article. 

B: you -copy -want -a - Do - make -you -

me - to ? 

····················································································?

g A: Can you give me some information about your 

vacations in Greece? 

B: you -our -send -to -brochure -Would -me -

like -you ? 

···················································································· ?

h A: Do you have the address of that electrician? 

B: down -fu -I -it -for -shall -write -you ? 

.................................................................................... ? 
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will (instant decisions and responses) 
4 a) Choose a sentence from each box to make a

dialog for the situations below. 
A 

B 

The black ones look really nice mad a FA. A, e they 
comfort.isle? 

How much longer are you going to be in the bathroom? 

Could you possibly change my flight to the evening? 

Is there anything good on TV tonight? 

Hi! Nice to see you. Come in and have a coffee. 

Are you ready to order? 

Could I speak to Mrs Williams in the Accounts 
Department? 

I have a problem with my shower. It isn't working. 

Yes, very - I'll take them. 

OK, but I won't stay long, I can see you're busy. 

Yes, I'll have the fish. 

I'll just check the computer. 

I don't know - I'll have a look in the newspaper. 

I'll just see if she's available. Hold on, please. 

I'll send someone up right away. Which room is it? 

OK, OK, I won't be long. 

1 In a shoe store. 

A: .T.�.��.t?¥.f.�.t?/<;,,r.�.�--�:.1.r:�.�-··· 
��i:.t:t:!?.�r .......................... ························· ........ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

2 In a hotel. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ............................................................................... .. 

3 In a travel agent's. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

4 Visiting a friend's house. 

A: ............... , ................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 
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5 In a restaurant. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

6 Phoning someone's office. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

7 At home in the evening, relaxing. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

8 At home in the morning, getting ready for work. 

A: ................................................................................ . 

B: ................................................................................ . 

b) � Listen to the first line of each dialogue and
use the prompt to respond.

You hear: 

really nice, Madam. Are they 
comfortable? (take I them) 

www.irLanguage.com 

You say: 



Jazz chant (go) 
5 a) Complete the sentences in the jazz chant with

one of the phrases from the box. Use the Present 
Simple in the first verse and the Past Simple in the 
second verse. 

go swimming � go to bed go for 
go away go around go out 

On Mondays I always (I) .fj� .t!f'!t. .................. for a drink 

And have a good long talk. 

On Tuesdays I often (2) ............................. to my friends 

Then we (3) ............................. a very long walk. 

, On Wednesdays and Thursdays I stay at home

. And (4) ............................. at eight. 

On Fridays I sometimes (SJ ............................ for a meal 

And get back really late! 

I (6) ............................. for most weekends. 

To the beach and my house by the sea. 

I (7) ............................. and· shopping on Saturdays 

And on Sundays I'm home by three. 

On Monday John (8) ...... : .. �-°.':'!. ...... for a drink 

And had a good long talk. 

On Tuesday night he (9) .............................. to his friends 

Then they ( I 0) ............................. a very long walk. 

On Wednesday and Thursday he stayed at home 

And (11 J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . at eight. 

On Friday night he (12) ............................. for a meal 

And got back really late. 

He (13) ................. ,. ........... for the whole weekend 

To the beach and his house by the sea. 

He 114) ............................. late on Saturday 

And was dead by half past three! 

b) � Listen to the jazz chant and try to say it with
the cassette.

Grammar snack 
Articles: making generalizations 

When we are talking about people or things in 
general, we use a plural or an uncountable noun 
with no article: 
• I like movies and music (all movies and music).
• I like people with a sense of humor (all people

with a sense of humor).

Exception: 
• I hate the noise of computer games.

For very specific people and things we use the: 
• I liked the movies shown in the festival.
• The people next door have a noisy dog.

6 
Complete these pairs of sentences with the
correct word or phrase from the box. 

exercise the exercise poetry the poetry 
tµ:ffic the traffic music the music people 
the people men I women the men I the women 

a 1 .Tr.effi:<:,. ............... is one of the biggest problems in

our cities. 

2 You're late! Yes, .......................... on the way here 

was really bad. 

b 1 What a dreadful party! .......................... all talked 

about children and .......................... all talked 

about soccer! 

2 .......................... are physically stronger than 

c 1 I was doing .......................... you showed me for 

20 minutes yesterday and it really made my legs 

ache! 

2 .......................... is good for you. 

d 1 My husband really hates . ...... ..... .......... .... who 

chew gum all the time. 

2 I thought .......................... at the next table were 

very rude to the waiter. 

e 1 Grace doesn't like listening to ......................... . 

f 

when she works. 

2 .......................... they play on that radio station 

is dreadful! 

1 .......................... of William Wordsworth is very 

emotional. 

2 We studied ......................... at school, but I haven't 

read much since. 
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module 7 -----------------------------------

Listen and read 

Food from other countries 

7 a) � Sun, Maria, and Maciej are talking about meals in their
countries. Read and I or listen to the texts and complete the chart. 
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Sun 

(Korean) 

'Well, my mom 

is Korean 

and she told 

me that for 

breakfast 

people often

have rice with a 
kind of soup that 

has seaweed in it, you 

know, the plant that grows 

in the sea. Then for lunch the children usually 

take a lunchbox with them to school with rice

and kimchi in it. Kimchi's a kind of mixed 

vegetable dish. It has hot pepper in it. It's very 

common in Korea and you can have it for any 

meal. Then dinner is the big meal of the day. 

People tend to have kimchi and rice again and

soup. They might also have some meat, which 

they cook on a hot plate on the table in front

of them while they're having the soup. The 

meat is often chicken or pork and you can put 

soy sauce in it." 

Maria

(Italian>

"Well, for 
6reakfost of cou,�-.e 11,avc mppi,cc/110, wl,ich ,:-. coffee wit/1 a lot of 

,,,,tk ti1 if . J , a11u .!fou n1akc .,,. y, ,,., 111 a 5nec. · I ., ou can put cl1oco/, tc , r .,a fllac111i1e. usual(!J have a Cr> at;o,�,f.-
er o11 if ,f.!fou like. I vr11e u, wit/, t"t ti. , sweet 6read . ' tats a ki11d fin a crescc11t slta • ,.-, .  o croissant. A11d t:. • , 
rpe, ""e t1 Fre11c/1. /"' iu11cf,, well I . sa,-,dtt,,c/, 6eca , ttsual(!J have attse I nave 111 . even,i'.!J. For that 

fi" 1.!f ma,,-, meal ti1 the• 111.!/ nvorife t.a . 11111,esfro,-,e so 1 . 

s rler is up, wn,ch has /, t.s ,,r and small past.a A . 

o ''l V'!'}et.a/Jles� , s tapes Ill ,"t Th I ,ll 11sn, or so111et.l,,;,0 . 1 1 · &II 01•-CJ1 /1ave
J s1111p,e Ilk£ th" . ea� fo cook A . J .,_, • .,t, wh,ch is · 1-u, cne11 if I I n1!!Jl1t l 1ave fira . � wm1t a spt•cial treat

. J Hlfsu ;"Or de.s.se -t. , ,a,u, 1ttife Ct111111licaf.edt. 
' . Its ve'!f rich · r O 11tt1ke It A , , rea,,, in ,"t wit/, k, 

. . 1'1.s ,ot:s of 
Tl . ca e a,-,d ct1/d con:.' . 11"11 , of course I A ll"t mul lu111em:

j,: . . . 
, ,ave a stro,-, . . J-11.sh if o!Ji" 1!J espies.so c.offee lo

Maciej (Polish) 

"For breakfast I have a kind of open sandwich wtfh ham and 
cheese or tomatoes in it. And then I often !JO out for lunch. A 
popular lunch is piero!Ji rusk,; which are a bit like rav,"ol� except 

they have potatoes with cheese and onum in them. And then in 
the evenin!J ... well in Poland most people eat a b'!f!Jer meal in the 

evem"n!J . For example, kotlet is a traditional dish, that's meat fried ,"n 
C!J!J and breadcrumbs, often pork. I also like bijos, wh,ch is a k,"nd of stew 

· sometimes you cook it for hours - it has cabba_je, well sauerkraut and different
kinds of meat t"n ,"t -you know, ham, bacon, sausa.1e ... you can put dried mushrooms ,"n tf too. 
You have ,"t just wtfh bread" 



---------------------------------- module 7 

Sun Maria Maciej 

Breakfast fMple,� 
nave,yia, ... 

Lunch 

Dinner 

• It has pepper I seaweed I ham I cabbage I mushrooms I soy

beans in it.

• You can put soy sauce I dried mushrooms I chili I chocolate I

cheese I breadcrumbs in I on it.

• It's a kind of stew I first course I dessert I cake I meat dish I sauce I

pie.

• It's easy I quick I complicated I difficult to make I cook.

• You can have it for any meal I breakfast I a snack I dinner.

• It's a traditional! light I rich I common I popular dish.

• It's a bit like I It tastes a bit like ravioli I yogurt I pork.

b) In your notebook write about a typical dish in your country I region or

something you tried when you were in another country. Show it to your

teacher.

Vocabulary 
Food and cooking 

8 Circle the word that does not

belong in each group. 

a cabbage spinach carrot� 

b plum melon cauliflower 
pineapple 

c prawn lamb pork beef 

d mayonnaise garlic soy sauce 
ketchup 

e saucepan spoon mixing bowl 
frying pan 

f boil chop roast bake 

g tough overdone delicious 
burned 

h fork corkscrew can opener 
bottle opener 

fresh frozen spicy canned 
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module 7 __________________________________ _ 

Pronunciation 
Lost letters 

9 a) In these words from
module 7 one or more of the 

letters is not pronounced. Cross 
out the "lost" letter/s. Say the 
word aloud to see what is missing 
and also use the phonemic script. 

1 av¢ragjr' 

/'revnd3/ 

2 restaurant 

/'res tr.mt/ 

3 vegetable 

/'ved3t.iwl/ 

4 considered 

/k.in's1d.ird/ 

5 different 

/'drfrant/ 

6 interestingly 

/'mtrnst1I]li/ 

7 served 

/s3:rvd/ 

8 marriage

/'mrend3/ 

9 business 

/'b1zms/ 

b) � Listen and repeat the
words. Pay attention to the stress.
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Improve your writing 
Sending and replying to invitations by email 

10 a) Read these emails and find three invitations and
their replies. 

:lln New Message - 1 lfil::: � �ll)GI][g]���[i][IJ � log O Receipt 

t!) Send Add�ss AUS.Ch Reply Reply All Fot\\•Sid ' Store Print De te I Norma 1 'Y j

� 

® 

© 

We're having a few people to stay for the weekend from 
August 17 to 19 and I was wondering if you'd like to 
come. We're hoping it'll be nice enough to have 
pi.cni.cs, go swi.mmi.ng, etc. Let me know as soon as you 
can, hope you're well, regards 

' 
,m ""'""'� 

That's great news. Of course I'd love to come to the 
weddi.ng. You'll have to send me the weddi.ng li.st. Or 
maybe I should just buy you a surprise present?! 

Hello there! I hope you're not too busy. Could you 
possi.bly come to a meeting tomorrow at 10:30, to 
di.scuss the new book? I'm sorry it's such short notice. 

' 

Ii 

@ Thanks very much for the i.nvi.tation. I'm afrai.d I've 
arranged to go to my parents' weddi.ng anni.versary party 
that weekend, so I won't be able to come. What a shame 
- some other ti.me, perhaps?

� Yes, I think I can make i.t. I'll have to leave before 
12:00 though, because I have to be on the other side of 
town for lunch. I hope that's all right and look 
forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

(£) I know i.t's a strange ti.me to be sendi.ng email, but I 
can't sleep! Jon and I have deci.ded to get married and 
I wanted you to be the fi.rst person I invited to the 
weddi.ng. It's goi.ng to be i.n Dublin on Saturday 
September 9. I'll send you a proper i.nvi.tati.on in the 
mail - but I do hope you can come. If you're sti.ll 
awake, please reply! 

1 an invitation to a meeting ... r., reply ...... . 

2 a wedding invitation ....... , reply ...... . 

3 an invitation to stay for the weekend ....... , reply ...... . 

1 

b) Look at the e-mails again and underline useful phrases for inviting
and for accepting or refusing an invitation. Now write an invitation
(using email if you have it at home I work I school) and show it to
your teacher.



Defining relative clauses 
1 Pete is talking to Les about his vacation plans.

Look at the relative pronouns in bold and 

parenthesize the ones that can be omitted. 

PETE: We're thinking of going to Spain this year. You 

went there last year, didn't you? 

LES: Yes, that's right. Actually I have some photos 

(that) I can show you of where we went. It was 

Mohacar on the south coast. A friend whose 

daughter went there last year recommended it. 

PETE: Oh, someone who I work with has been to Mohacar. 

It's a very quiet area, isn't it? 

LES: Yes, the thing that I liked most about it was the 

relaxing atmosphere. It's a place where you can 

forget all your problems. 

PETE: How do you get there? 

LEs: Well, you can fly to Almeria, but that's quite 

expensive, or you can take any flight that goes to 

Malagar and drive east along the coast. I know 

several people who have done that. Anyway, do 

you want to see the photos? 

2 a) Here are the photos from Les's vacation last

year. Les is talking about the photos. Join his two 

sentences to make one, using a relative pronoun. 

1 

a This is the apartment. We rented it .. . 

.!.� . .lf..�.'!f!!!·:'1�.#r#..�.r.W..e4. .......................... . 
b ... and these are the people. They were staying in 

the apartment next door. 

2 

a This is the balcony. We had breakfast there every 

morning ... 

b ... and this is the beach. It was right in front of our 

apartment. 

3 

a This is a bar. It stayed open till three in the 

morning ... 

b ... and this is the man. He owned it. 
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module 8 _________________________________ _

a This is a fish restaurant. We had excellent meals 
there ... 

b 

5 

. . . and this is a woman. Her mother cooked 
wonderful paella. 

a This is one day. We went on a boat trip ... 

b ... and these are the men. We borrowed their boat. 

6 

a This is a market. It was open every Wednesday ... 

b ... and this is me wearing a hat. I bought it there. 
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b) Look again at the sentences you have made and

parenthesize the relative pronoun if it can be omitted.

Prepositions with defining 
relative clauses 

• She's the woman who I spoke to.

• I'd like a balcony that I could sit on when it's

hot.

When we use· a verb or preposition in defining 

relative clauses, the preposition comes at the end 

of the clause . 

3 
Complete the sentences below with a

preposition from the box. 

on to in with 

a Do you have a knife that I could cut this string 
� .... ? 

b Is there someone my son could talk ............ about 
his exams? 

c Do you have something we could open this bottle 

............ ? 

d Angus needs a new datebook he con write all his 

appointments ............ . 

e Holly would like a radio that she could listen .......... .. 

while she's in the bath. 

f Our office needs a photocopier we con do colored 

copies ............ . 

g Do you have anything I could dry these dishes 
............ ? 

h Is there someone we could discuss our problem 
............ ? 

e:;�i,,1 e:;fic,:_.,.r e,..

irLanguage.com 



Quantifiers (a few, a lot of, etc.) 
4 Sandra is trying to persuade Aileen to go with her to a party, but

Aileen is very depressed and doesn't want to go. Match Aileen's 

comments with a response from Sandra. 

0) 

Aileen:

a 

a S 

I don't have 

anything to wear. 

I don't have 

much money. 

I don't like 

parties where there are 

too many people. 

I never have enough 

to talk about. 

work to do. 

There's no time 

to get ready. 

b ...... . c ...... . 

Sandra:

d ...... .

You have some time 

to finish it tomorrow. 

There's plenty of 

time - we don't need to 

be there until nine. 

Don't be stupid, 

you have lots of interesting 

things to say. 

Come on - you have 

loads of friends. 

But you have some 

really nice clothes. 

You only need 

enough for a taxi. 

Oh, but not many people 

have been invited tonight. 

e ······· f ...... . g ...... . 

5 a) There is one mistake in

each of these sentences. Find 

the mistake and correct it. 

1 Now my father is retired he has

plenty/{me for his hobby,
making model boats.

2 "Thank you all very much.
You've given me a lot good ideas
for the new school building.
Now all we need is enough
money to pay for it!"

3 There were too many of people
and too much noise so Greg
couldn't see or hear the president.

4 Lisbon has loads of good stores
but there's not much of parking
space downtown.

5 There are plenty of tickets left for
the afternoon performance but
no many for the evening one.

6 I think there's too much pepper
in the soup but not enough of
salt.

7 "Can I have plenty fruit but not
much cream please."

b) Complete these sentences so

that they are true for you.

1 I have too many ...................... .

2 There are a lot of ....................... .
......................... in my bedroom.

3 I don't have enough ................ .

4 I don't drink much .................... .

5 I eat plenty of ............................ .

6 I don't know any ....................... .

7 I read loads of ........................... .

8 I do a lot of ................................ .
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Grammar snack Countable Uncountable 

Articles with countable I uncountable nouns view-

• You have a very high temperature.

• The temperature in this room is very cold.

With countable nouns we can use a/an or the.

• What Rf horrible weather!

• The weather in England is changeable.

With uncountable nouns we cannot use a/an but 
we can use the. 

6 a) Put the nouns in these extracts from the
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 

into the correct column in the chart. 

sce•ne•ry /'si:n-;iri/ n [U] the natural features of a 
particular part of a country, such as mountains, 
forests, deserts, etc.: The best part of the trip was the 
scenery. It was fantastic. 

view' /vju:/ n [CJ what you are able to see or the 
possibility of seeing it: have a good/bad/wonderful, 
etc. view (of) (= be able to see a lot, very little, etc.) 
We had a really good view of the whole stage from 
where we were sitting. 

guest house /'gesthaos/ n [CJ a private house where 
people can pay to stay and have meals 

traveP /'traeval/ n [U] the act or activity of traveling: 
Snow has disrupted travel in many parts of the country. 

tem•pe•ra•ture /'temp-;ir;;,tJ;,r/ n [CJ a measure of how 
hot or cold a place or thing is: The temperature of the 
water was just right for swimming. I a temperature of 

20°/100° etc. Water boils at a temperature of 100° C. 

weath•er' /'wec)-;ir/ n [U] the temperature and other 
conditions such as rain and wind: the weather 
What was the weather like on your vacation? 

mon•ey /'mt-.ni/ n [U] what you earn by working and 
what you spend in order to buy things: The repairs 
will cost a lot of money. 

price' c/pra1s/ n [C] the amount of money for which 
something is sold, bought, or offered: Fuel prices are 
rising steadily. I [+ of] Can you tell me what the price 

of a new window would be? 

journey' /'d:,3:rni/ n [CJ a trip from one place to 
another, especially over a long distance: a train 
journey across Europe 
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b) Complete these sentences with a/an, the, or
nothing ( - ).

1 Hello, how nice to see you. Did you have ... � ..... 

good journey? 

2 What .......... beautiful view! You're very lucky to live 

here. 

3 Do you have .......... money I lent you? 

4 Mr. Schmidt had .......... bad weather on the way here. 

5 There are plenty of opportunities for .......... travel in 

this job. 

6 You need to keep this liquid at .......... very low 

temperature. 

7 There's .......... amazing scenery all around the hotel. 

8 .......... price of a ticket to Majorca has gone down. 

9 My colleague Tessa stayed in .......... wonderful guest 

house in the South of France. 

Vocabulary 
Formation of nouns 

7 a) Make the verbs in the box into nouns, using
the ending -ment, -sion or -tion. Pay attention to 

the spelling. 

)J:went 
operate 
decide 

equip treat compete argue 
advertise explain produce 

improve discuss 

-ment -sion

permit 
persuade 

-tion

1,IW-efti:wn, 

b) �1 Listen to the words and repeat them, paying
attention to the stress.



c) Complete these sentences with the
correct noun or verb from Exercise a).
You may need to change the form of
the verb.

1 There's been an extraordinary 
.�P.� ....... in computer design 
over the last 20 years. 

2 I saw an ............................. in the 
newspaper for a new type of vacuum 
cleaner that doesn't need a bag. 

3 There's a lot of ............................ . 
between cellphone companies. 

4 After a lot of discussion, Tom 
............................. me to have a fax 
machine at home. 

5 After the videocassette recorder broke 
down for the fifth time, Diane 
............................. to buy a new one. 

6 There's a store on the main street that 
sells very good sports .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 

Pronunciation 
/3/, If!, /d3/, and ltfl 

Compare these sounds: 
television shop journey teacher 

/3/ If I /d3/ /tJ/ 

8 a) � Listen to these words (or
say them aloud) and write the correct 

symbol underneath. 

1 invention 7 tempera1ure 
If I I I 

2 research 8 agency 
I I I I 

3 deci§ion 9 produc1ion 
I I I I 

4 mea§ure 10 persua§ion 
I I I I 

5 permi�ion 11 exchange 
I I I I 

6 obiect 12 discu�ion 
I I I I 

b) Listen again and repeat the words,
paying attention to the stress.

module 8 

Reading 
9 Read this advertisement about cordless headphones and mark

the statements below T (true) or F (false). 

Want to listen to 
your favorite CD 

in the yard 
without disturbing 

the neighbors? 

ny our incredible new cordless* 

radio frequency headphones. 

These new headphones allow you to tune into 

your favorite radio station or 1V program 

in complete privacy. The sound quality is 

excellent.and the lightweight headset 

is so comfortable you won't notice you're 

wearing it. You don't even need to be in 

the same room as your hi-fi or 1V 

to enjoy your favorite sounds. 

Just plug the special transmitter into your 

TV or stereo! 

• The sound goes straight to your headphones 

and no one else will hear itl 

• The sound signal is strong enough to go 

through walls, ceilings. and doors! 

• There� a volume control on the headset itself. 

• Relax in your yard. Listen to your favorite 

CD without disturbing the neighbors. 

These headphones are amazing value at £34.95 inc:!. 

po.stage with extra sets of headphones available for just 

£24.95 each. 

·: · Order yours today! 
• .,. Place your order on our 24-hour credit hotline. 
, 'w-01044-2324671- 24-hour ordering service 7 days a week. 

Please allow up to 7 days for delivery. If you are not fully satisfied. we will return your 

money if you return the goods undamaged within 7 days. 

• cordless means there is no wire. You can have cordless irons and kettles. 

a The headset doesn't weigh very much . . .!
.
. 

b You need to take the transmitter to the place where you want to 
listen . ..... 

c You can't use these headphones to lister_i to something that's in a
room downstairs from where you are . ..... 

d If you want to turn the music up you don't need to go back to the 
room where the CD or television is . ..... 

e You have to pay extra for the postage . ..... 

f A second set of headphones costs less than the first one . ..... 

g You can ring the credit hotline at any time of the day or night . ..... 

h You should receive your goods after 7 days . ..... 
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module 8 __________________________________ _

Improve your writing 
Formal and informal styles 

1 0 a) Look at these two letters about things
that have been lost. The first is informal 

and the second is more formal. Complete the 
sentences with the correct phrase from the box. 

C:Jee,.,,C:J�u,...r e,.. 

irLanguage.com 

I don't suppose you've found it/ I do hope it has been found 
could you mail it/ I would be grateful if you could send it 
let me know how much the postage is/ I will of course pay 

.--------------------t'- for postage 
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46 Broom Way

Feb. 23

Dear Andy,

(1) J�.1!!!?@1..f:� .. �q.y. ............................. . 

thanks again for having us last weekend. We

both had a really good time. 

The only thing is I've lost one of my earrings: I

know I was wearing it on Sunday, and when we 

t home I couldn't find it. Perhaps it fell off 

6;ile I was playing with the children in the yard.

(2) ........... ... ........ .. ...... ...... . .. ........ ..... .. ... .. . 

I don't know if you remember it. It's quite big, 

made of silver, with a blue stone set in it. The 

earrings are quite special to me because they

were a birthday present from Peter. 

If you do happen to find it,

(3) ···· · ············ ··· ······· ·· ···· · · ·· ···· · ······ · · ····· · · ·· 

to me'? Obviously,

(4) .... ... .... ... ................ ......... ....... . .. .
........

.
. 

. 

Anyway, I'll keep my fingers crossed!

Lots of love,
Ingrid.

, I am writing to inquire whether I J� 

The Manager, 

Sherbon Hotel 

Vermont 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

22 Prince Avenue 

Horbury 

March 27, 2004 

(5) ·············································································

you have found a camera that I left in my hotel 

room last weekend. I was staying in room 201 

from the 21st to 23rd. I am almost certain that I left 

the camera in the bedside cabinet. 

(6) ·············································································

since it is a very expensive model. It is a Nikon 

compact, in a black leather case with a red-and

black strap. 

(7) ············································································· 

by registered mail to the above address. 

(8) ........................................................................... . 

Sincerely, 

I. Crompton

b) Imagine that you have just finished a language course
in the UK, and you realize that you have left something in
a classroom. Write to the school to ask about it. The
address is: Success Language School, Dewbury Road,
Brighton. Write the letter in your notebook and show it
to your teacher.

' 

., . 
• .  

� 
i, 



Futures for prediction (will, 
might, may, etc.) 

1 Reorder the words in these sentences. The first 
word is underlined. 

a tonight - see - I'll - definitely - John 

!.'0..�e!Y. .. ��!.'!.�.���#. ...................................... . 

b probably - pass - Carlos - exam - English - his -

won't 

c so - may - us - late - don't - We - for - wait - be 

d get - isn't - to - Chris - job - likely - the 

e next - almost - I'll - English - year - do - here -

certainly - an - course 

f stay - New York - decide - in - Teresa - might - to 

g weekend - away - probably - We'll - this - go 

h lots - are - on - There - the - likely - beach - be - to 

- people - of

ule 9 
2 a) Rewrite these sentences so that they mean

the same, using the words in parentheses. 

1 Brazil is likely to win the World Cup. 

Brazil -�-��.W.�!./4..� ................. . (may)

2 I don't think we'll have time to do any sightseeing. 

We ............................................................................... . 

.. ..................... .... ... ......................... ............ . (definitely) 

3 It'll probably rain before the end of the day. 

It .................................................................................. . 

......................................................................... . (likely) 

4 Perhaps my friend Mari will be a famous actress one 

day. 

My friend Mari ............................................................ . 

......................................................................... . (could) 

5 My boss is very unlikely to agree to the raise. 

My boss ........................................................................ . 

... ....... .... .......... .......... .... ....... ..... .... ... . (almost certainly) 

6 I think you'll recognize my sister when you see her. 

You .............................................................................. . 

. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . (probably) 

7 We probably won't get back from the theater before 

midnight. 

We ............................................................................... . 

............................................... . ... ...................... . (likely) 

8 I'm sure that our teacher will give us a lot of 

homework for the weekend. 

Our teacher ................................................................. . 

. .. ... ........... ........ .... .... ................... ..... . (almost certainly) 

b) � Listen to the sentences and change them,
using the prompts given.

You hear: 

Brazil is likely 
to win the World 

Cup. (may) 

You say: 
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module 9 -----------------------------------

Hypothetical possibilities with if
3 a) Match a question from column A with an answer from

column B. 

A B 
1 If you won a lot of money, would a I'd probably just give him 

you spend it all straightaway? all my money and run! 

2 What would you do if someone b No, I definitely wouldn't -

tried to rob you in the street? it's too dangerous. 

3 If your car broke down on the c I think I'd probably tie 

expressway, what would you do? something around it. 

4 Would you know what to do if d I might do it if I was 

someone cut their arm badly? feeling brave! 

5 If you knew a friend of yours was e I'd go and look for a 

stealing money from his company, telephone. 

would you tell anyone? 
f I might tell another 

6 Would you feel safe walking home friend, so that we could 

alone at night in your town? decide what to do. 

7 If someone offered you a free g If I was hungry enough, 

bungee jump, what would you do? yes! 

8 Could you ever eat raw meat? h No, I'd invest some of it. 

1 ... /:r:,.. 2 ....... 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ······· 

7 ....... 8 ...... . 

b) What would you do in the situations above? Write your

answers below using I'd, I wouldn't, I might, I could.

1 

. 2 ......................................................................................................... . 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 
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Real and hypothetical 
possibilities 
4 Complete the sentences in these

conversations with the best form of 

the verb in parentheses. 

a) Clare's going to have a baby. She's

talking to her friend Jackie about it.

CLARE: I can't decide whether to have the 

baby in the hospital or not. 

JACKIE: Well, I (1) .'.4.j.t! ..................... (go)

into the hospital, especially since 

it's your first baby. 

CLARE: Yes, you're probably right. 

JACKIE: Have you decided on a name yet? 

CLARE: Yes - if it (2) ····························· (be) 

a boy, we (3) ............................. (call) 

him Tom, and if it 

(4) ............................ (be) a girl, Sara.

b) Tim's mother is very worried because

she's received a letter from his school,

saying that he has missed a lot of lessons.

MOTHER: Why aren't you going to your classes? 

TIM: Because they're so boring: I 

(1) .............................. (go) if they

(2) .............................. (be) more

interesting. And I always get bad 

grades. 

MOTHER: Well, that's not surprising: if you 

(3) .............................. (spend) less

time playing computer games and 

(4) .............................. (work) harder,

you (5) .............................. (not I 

have) so many problems. 



ir Language. com 
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If sentences in social situations 

We often use if sentences in the following 
ways: 

• Asking for permission:
Would you mind if I opened the window?

Would you mind if I left early today?

• Giving advice:
If I were you, I'd go home.

You'll feel much better if you have a rest.

• Making offers:
I'll phone her if you like.

I'll get your car if you give me the keys.

• Accepting invitations:
Thank you, that would be very nice.

5 a) Use the prompts to write complete sentences
in these situations. 

1 Your friend has a letter to mail. You are going out 

and offer to mail it. 

mail it I if I want 

f'{t uuu/,, ii: ,°E OU, w-tUtt .................. 7.;Y: .............................................................. .

2 It's your first evening with a host family in England 

and you want to telephone home. How do you ask 

your landlady? 

all right I if I I I use I phone? 

···················································································· ?

3 Your friend is expecting a call from John, but she has 

to go out. What do you say? 

I I take I message I if I he I phone 

4 You're on a crowded train and you want to open the 

window. How do you ask the other passengers? 

anyone mind I if I I I open a window? 

5 Your car's broken down and a friend offers to take 

you home. What does he say? 

I I give I you I lift I if I like 

6 A friend invites you to eat in a new restaurant. What 

do you say? 

That I be I great! 

7 It's snowing heavily and your friend wants to drive 

home. How do you advise her? 

I J not J drive in this weather J if I I J be I you 

b) � Listen to the situations and respond, using
the prompts.

You hear: 

letter to mail. You are 
going out and you offer to 

mail it. I'll ... 

Grammar snack 

You say: 

Word order of adverbs (certainly, probably, 
definitely) 

The adverb comes before the main verb in a 
positive sentence: 
• I definitely told her.

• She's probably working too hard.

• I'll almost certainly see you next week.

Notice: When to be is a main verb (not an auxiliary) 
the adverb comes after it: 
• I was definitely at home at 10:30.

The adverb comes before the auxiliary verb in a 
negative sentence: 
• I definitely didn't tell her.

• She probably isn't working hard enough.

• I almost certainly won't see you next week.

6 Rewrite these sentences, putting the adverb in 
parentheses into the correct position. 

a The waitress has made a mistake with the check. 

(definitely) 

.!.����-�-��-��-�-�.&.¢ 

b My aunt won't hear the phone. (almost certainly) 

c Don't ask Nick about the lecture: he wasn't listening. 

(probably) 

d It's 11:00 ... they've missed their train. (almost certainly) 

e Stephen doesn't smoke. (definitely) 

f Don't call Kate; she isn't home yet. (probably) 

g Jos didn't take the money: he was with me all day. 

(definitely) 
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module 9 ----------------------------------

Vocabulary 
Money verbs and prepositions 

7 a) Read these paragraphs about what people do with

money, and circle the correct preposition. 

'7 lunl know wJr nr daujhter w� mol'lo/ (1) o//@ 
unnea.ssmy th111JS like mtljazines and� If site wa.s 
more carefo/ awl put a little money (2) 111f,o / for the bank m,y 
montlt, site could save up (3) for/ 011 somtf/tll1j real§' nice, like a 
new CD pftrer. JI 

® 

'7'm really fed "!' with 
my boyfriend: he 
never has anJ 
money. He doesn't 
paJ (4) 011 / for 
drinks or a meal 
when we !JO out, and 
you can see that he 
never spends any money 
(s) in/ on clothes! In fa.ct, I Jon 't tht'nk I've ever seen
him take any money (6} off'/ out of the hank. JI 

© 

''My !Jrandma is real§' ok:l-(ashioned: site hates hanks. when 
she !foes sltuppm!J she always pays (7} 011 / 111 cash: she thmks 
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that {you pay (8} with/ o/ du:d or 
credit card, it's not "real" money. 

She has lots of money, 
thoUjh, and I'm always 

tel/111!1 her fQ mvest it 
( 1} m / mw some !dnd 
of husme.ss, instead of 
mpmj it under the 

maftre.ss. II 

b) Complete these sentences with the

best form of a verb from the box and I or

the correct preposition.

waste invest pl:!( take pay (x 3)

save up spend 

1 Bob: Each month I ./?!4. ............. about
.

ut±. a quarter of my salary ..... :'! ... the bank,

because I'm ..................... . .................. .. 

.......... a vacation in the Bahamas and 

I'm really trying not to .................... . 

money .......... stupid things like beer and 

lottery tickets. 

2 Sheila: I don't carry much cash around 

with me. When I go shopping for food, I 

usually ..................... .......... check. 

3 Katie: My mom ..................... .......... all 

my clothes, and she gives me some money 

every week to ..................... .......... candy 

and magazines. 

4 Paul: I don't like ..................... money 

.......... .......... an ATM when it's late at 

night. I know someone who was robbed 

while he was doing that. 

5 Jack: I do a lot of small building jobs for 

people, so I prefer it if they .................... . 

me .......... cash. I suppose about three 

quarters of my customers do this. 

6 Maria: Well, my souvenir store's doing 

very well at the moment, so I'm planning 

to ..................... two thirds of the profits 

.......... another store. 

ffi 
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Improve your writing 
Opening a bank account 

If you go to stay in an English-speaking country for more than a few 

months you may want to open a bank account. 

ApplicatiQn to pp�n a
N
fb'eikjng acco�nt PLEASE COMPLETE IISI BLOCK CAPITALS 

� ' ,· 

T itle: .............. Family name: ......................................................................... . 

First name(s): ...................................................................... .. 

Date of birth: ............................ . 

Nationality: ................................................................ . 

Address· ............................................................................................................. . 

Zip code: .................................... . 

Tel: Home No. ..................................... Work No . ................................... .. 

Marital status: ............................ Number of dependent children: ....... .. 

Where do you live? With parents D Alone D 

With partner O Other D 

Previous address: ............................................................................................ .. 

Zip code: .................................... . 

When did you move to your current address? 

Month ....................... Year ..................... . 

What type of other bank or savings and loan association accounts 

do you hold? 

Checking O Savin�s D Other D 

How many of each of the following payment cards do you have? 

Credit card D Store cards D Debit cards D 

Employment status (e.g. full-time I part-time I student): ..................... . 

Job title ( e.g. sales clerk): ....................................................................... . 

Employer's name and address I Place of study: ........................................ . 

Zip code: ................................... .. 

When did you start working for your current employer I start your 

course of study? Month ....................... Year .................... .. 

Mother's maiden name: ........................ '. ........................................ . 
(This personal information may be required as identification for security measures only.) 

Signature .......................................................................................................... .. 

Date ........................................... . 

8 a) Look at the vocabulary from the form and match each word or

phrase (1-9) with a definition I example (a-i). 

b) You have come to the UK for a

year. Decide whether you have

come to:1 title a single - married - divorced 

2 marital status 

3 mother's maiden name 

4 checking account 

5 savings account 

6 zip code: 

7 store card 

8 credit card 

9 debit card 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

You can use this card to buy something 

and pay at the end of the month. 

You use this account for saving. 

Your mother's family name before she was 

married. 

Mrs. - Mr. - Ms. - Miss 

You can u�e this card to buy things at a 

particular store, e.g. a department store. 

You can take money from this account 

whenever you like. 

You can use this card in the same way as 

a check. The money is taken directly from 

your bank account. 

A group of five or nine numbers that are 

added to an address to help the delivery 

of mail. 

work for FBT Inc. as a trainee 

manager. The company's office 

is at: 7 Grosvenor Place, 

London we, 2RP. 

take an English course. The 

address of the school is: 

International English, 40 Baker 

Street, London NW1 . 

You have rented an apartment 

at this address: Apartment 3, 

2 Croxted Road, London 

SE14 2PQ. 

Phone number: 0181-629-4731. 

Now complete the bank 

application form and ask your 

teacher to check it. 

1 . . .  e:. .. 2 ...... . 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ....... 7 ....... 

8 ....... 9 ...... . 
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Listen and read 

Lottery winners 

9 a) Which of these things do you expect people to do if they win a
lottery "jackpot" (the biggest prize)? 

1 give up their job I stay in the same job? 
2 stay in their old home I buy a new home? 
3 give away money to their family I keep all the money for themselves? 
4 eat in expensive restaurants I almost never go out? 

b) � Read and I or listen to this text about Bert Dunstan and mark the
statements below T (True) or F (False).

TWO YEARS AGO Bert Dunstan won 
£12,000,000 in the National Lottery. Today 
he is dead. The 53-year-old factory worker 
was found lying lifeless on the couch at his 
home last weekend. 

When Bert won his fortune, he 
immediately gave up his £200-a-week job at 
the local chocolate factory and bought a 
luxurious new house. However, he did not 
immediately head for the sun on a Caribbean 
vacation or an around-the-world cn1ise, as 
others have done; instead, he packed his 
family of seven into one of his new cars and 
took them camping in Scotland. 

Bert always liked his food and, instead of giving his only daughter, Sally, part 
of his winnings, he employed her as a full-time cook on a salary of £500 a 
week. "I used to cook him three big meals every day: burgers, steak, and fries 
were his favorites." But Sally doesn't think Bert died through overeating: "He 
just seemed to lose interest in life." 

Chloe Godwin, a psychologist who specializes in the effects that winning a 
large amount of money can have on people, says, "For some people the most 
terrible thing that can happen to them is change. This is why people have 
problems when they get married or pass exams. It's nice to win a few thousand 
pounds, but you shouldn't have so much that you move too far away from the 
life you have." 

Certainly other lottery winners have had their problems: one of them left 
the country because of the publicity and because her family were fighting over 
the money. Another left his wife of 40 years and gave her nothing - the ticket 
was in his name, after all! 

Losing can be just as bad, though: Freddie McMahon actually went mad 
when a group of people at his office won the jackpot - and he had refused to 
join them the week before. 

So, whichever way you look at it, you just can't win! 

Pronunciation 

IA! 

�� 
The sound IA! can be spelled 
in different ways: 
dQne /y_nch tg_ygh 
IA! IA! IA! 

1 0 a) Find and underline nine
words in the box that 

contain IA!. 

QUblic stomach burn 
luxury cough rough 
through money woman 
push enough budget 
tongue encourage huge 

b) � Listen to the words and
repeat them.

c) Complete these sentences
with one of the words.

There's a .f.!11?.4. . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

telephone over there. 

2 Have you had ....................... . 
cake? 

3 Ow! I've bitten my ..................... ! 

4 My mother tried to 
........................ me to apply for 
the job. 

5 Don't go swimming today because 
the sea's too ........................ . 

6 Ian hit me in the ....................... . 

7 Could you lend me some 

Bert died two years after winning the lottery. . T. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ? 
2 He spent some of the money on a new car . .... . 
3 He only gave his daughter £500 ..... . 

4 Sally thinks that Bert ate himself to death . .... . 
5 The psychologist says that people find it very difficult when they have 

big changes in their lives . .... . 
6 One person left the country partly because of her relatives . .... . 
7 A husband and wife bought a winning lottery ticket together and then 

he left her . .... . 
8 Freddie McMahon went mad over a lottery ticket . ..... 
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8 Many years ago, chocolate used 
to be a ...................... . 

9 Has your department planned 
its ........................ for next year? 



Past Perfect or Past Simple 
1 Complete these sentences with the best form of 

the verb in parentheses (in each sentence one 

verb should be in the Past Perfect and the other(s) in 

the Past Simple). 

a When the movie .. f!:t!.!:t.'!4. .................... (start) Beth 
realized she .'t!.f� ....................... (see) it before. 

b I ..................... , ............ (be) surprised to find that Mr. 
Cole .................................. (leave) the city the day 
before. 

c Helen .................................. (feel) much better after 
she .................................. (have) a good sleep. 

d The rain .................................. (stop) by the time we 
. .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . (get) to the beach. 

e Melissa .................................. (be) angry because her 
brother .................................. (eat) all the chocolates. 

f When Julia .................................. (meet) Scott she 
.................................. (not realize) he 
.................................. (be married) before. 

g Geoff .................................. (not see) his parents for 

fifteen years so he .................................. 1feel) rather 
nervous at the airport. 

h The jazz singer .................................. (sing) an old 
blues song that I .................................. (never hear)

before. 

When I .................................. (write) the letter I 
........ ............ .............. (mail) it right away. 

Before Marti .................................. (become) Mrs. 
Stephens's personal assistant she 

. . . .................. ............. (work) as a receptionist. 

k After Sarah .................................. (know) Alan for a 

few months he .................................. (ask) her to 

have dinner with him. 

ule 10 
Present Perfect or Past 
Perfect 
2 a) Check (v') the correct ending for each of these

sentences. 

1 Greg felt terrified because 
a he's never flown before. 
b he'd never flown before. v' 

2 How's Susan? 
a I haven't seen her for ages. 
b I hadn't seen her for ages. 

3 The group Just Girls are breaking up and 
a they've only been together for 3 months. 
b they'd only been together for 3 months. 

4 We were all very tired because 
a we've just traveled back from Florida. 
b we'd just traveled back from Florida . 

5 It's the best restaurant 
a I've ever been to. 
b I'd ever been to. 

6 The whole country was in shock because 
a the President has died. 
b the President had died . 

7 It was the first time Juventus 
a have lost a game. 
b had lost a game. 

8 What's the matter? 
a You've been depressed all week. 
b You'd been depressed all week. 

b) Complete these sentences with your own ideas

(use either the Present Perfect or the Past Perfect).

1 This is the best meal .................................................. . 

2 It was the first time .................................................... . 

3 Dave was surprised because ....................................... . 

4 I'm not very hungry because ...................................... . 

5 Sue played really badly because ................................ . 

6 The room was very cold because ............................... . 
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Reported statements 
3 a) Complete the sentences with a statement

from the speech bubbles. Sometimes there are
two possibilities.

Ten people 
have been killed 

in a bomb 
attack. 

I'm sure I 
heard somebody 

in the yard, 
Inspector. 

I practiced 
eight hours every 

day. 

I've just got 
married. 

You can be 
anything you want 

to be! 

People in 
Brazil use the 

Internet more than 
anyone. 

1 When I interviewed Mrs. Taylor she said that f�.f:l!M. 
F.11-!:�/¥.:'4.h#.1·!'4.�.�t?.�t?ffy..0'..�y.¥..4. ......................... .

2 On the weather forecast last night they said ............. . 

3 Stephen's teacher told us ............................................ . 

4 When I was young my father told me ....................... . 

5 They said on the news this morning that .................. . 

6 Six hundred years ago people thought that .............. . 

7 I've just been reading an article in Computer Monthly,

which said that ..................................................... : ..... . 

8 My ex-boyfriend sent me a letter saying that ........... . 

9 Wayne Rider, the new tennis star, said that when he 
was young ................................................................... . 
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b) � Listen to some statements and use the
prompts to report them.

You hear: You say: 

Reported questions 
4 a) Clare has just arrived at San Francisco airport,

where her friend Josh is meeting her. Clare took a 
long time to go through customs. Report the 
questions that she was asked. 

1 Where are you from? 

!!.� .t!f.�!1!!:. ��J.�,f.0.':1:'!. .................................... . 

2 Are you traveling alone? 

3 Did you pack your suitcases yourself? 

4 Do you have any hand luggage? 

5 Did you get off the plane at the stopover in Amsterdam? 

6 How long will you be in the country? 

7 Where are you going to stay? 

8 How much money have you brought with you? 

b) � Listen to the questions and report them.

You hear: You say: 

He, a,,ked, m,e, 

w/tere, I WM Jnm,1,. 



say and tell

• I told J;cf Fran that I'd be

late.

tell + object

• I said uem I'd be late.

say without object

• I said to Fran that I'd be late.

say + to + object

5 Five of these sentences have

mistakes. Find the mistakes 

and correct them. 

a Sorry, what did you ;«? 

b The press report said the 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

h 

President had been in an 

accident. 

Matthew hasn't told his boss 

that he's leaving yet. 

Roseanne's father said her she 
should be more polite. 

Danny told he was going to the 
USA. 

Tell to your brother that you're 
sorry. 

Mr. Stuart said a lot of 

interesting things about the 
new plans. 

Could you say me your name 
again, please. 

e:;�,.,, e:;<iC;,.r e;, 

irLanguage.,om

Vocabulary 
Weather phrases 

6 a) Match a weather phrase from column A with a result from.

column B. 

A 

1 It was a dark, stormy night 

2 There was thick fog 

3 There was a very strong wind 

4 The snow was a meter deep 

5 The streets were very slippery 

6 It was freezing cold 

7 It was pouring with rain 

8 There was a warm breeze 

9 It was a boiling hot day 

10 It was a clear, frosty morning 

1 ... C:. .• 2 ...... . 3 ...... . 

6 ...... . 7 ...... . 8 ...... . 

B 
a so I put the laundry out to dry. 

b so old Mrs. Lampeter had to walk 
carefully. 

c so I hurried home from work and 
stayed in front of the fire. 

d so everybody put on extra sweaters 
and scarves. 

e so we decided not to go sailing. 

f and the grass was white and sparkling 
in the sun. 

g so Bud had to drive slowly because he 
couldn't see. 

h so we had to clear the path before we 
could go out. 

4 ...... . 

9 ...... . 

and the children got very wet. 

so they closed the car windows and 
turned on the air conditioning. 

5 ...... . 

10 ...... . 

b) Now cover the phrases (1-10) and test yourself. Look at the sentences

below and complete each one with the missing word.

1 It was fr��········ ... cold. 

2 There was a very ......................... wind. 

3 There was ......................... fog. 

4 It was a ......................... hot day. 

5 The streets were very ......................... . 

6 It was a dark, ......................... night. 
7 It was ......................... with rain. 

8 It was a clear, ......................... morning. 

9 The snow was a meter ......................... . 

10 There was a warm ......................... . 
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Listen and read
Sherlock Holmes

In all the st�ri�s about the famous detective Sherlock Holmes, thestoryt�Her is his assistant, Dr. Watson. Inspector Lestrade is adetective from Scotland Yard.

7 
a) � Read and I or listen to this extract from "The SixBusts of Napoleon" and answer the questions.

Lestrade and I woke up at half past ten. Holmes was 

waiting for us. He told me to bring my gun and I saw 

him pick up his favourite strong walking stick before 

we left the house. 

We quickly drove to Chiswick, and Holmes took us 

to a large house in a dark street. I thought that the 

people inside must have already gone to bed because 

the house was so dark and quiet. 

"I'm glad it's not raining," said Holmes quietly. "We 

may have to wait a long time. W� mustn't smoke and 

we must be very quiet, but I hope we are going to 

discover something tonight." 

We waited for five minutes but we didn't have to 

wait much longer. The garden gate suddenly opened 

and a man ran quickly down the garden path toward 

the house. It was so dark and he moved so quickly that 

it was impossible to see his face. He disappeared into 

the darkness and we waited in silence. 

The next thing we heard was the sound of a window 

opening very slowly, then we saw a small light inside 

the front room of the house. 

"Let's go to the open window, then we can catch him 

as he comes out," said Lestrade. 

But before we could move, the man had come 

outside again. In the light we could see that he had 

something white under his arm. He looked around to 

see if anyone was watching him. Then there was a 

sudden crash as he broke the thing against the wall. He 

was so busy that he didn't see the three of us coming 

towards him. Holmes jumped on his back and he fell to 

the ground heavily. Lestrade and I quickly ran to help 

Holmes. I had my gun ready and soon it was 

impossible for the man to escape. 

The Return 
of 

Sherlock 
Holmes 

Does it take place during the
day or night? 

2 How many people are involved
in this part of the story?

b) Listen and I or read again and
mark these statements r (true) or
F (false).
1 Holmes and Watson know the

situation will be dangerous . .. T..

2 They got wet while they waited.

3 A man comes out of the house
after five minutes ..... .

4 Watson recognizes the man . .... .
5 The man climbs into the house

through a window . .... .

6 The man steals something from
the house, then breaks it. .....

7 The man attacks Sherlock
Holmes . ..... 



Pronunciation 

Connected speech: links between words 

Here is an extract from the Sherlock Holmes 
story "The Six Busts of Napoleon." Notice how
we link some words: Lestrade and I

i i 
�lc-on_s _o _n _a-nt�j + I vowel!

-

"Lestrade and I woke ur:> at half past ten. Holmes
- - --

was waiting for us. He told me to bring my gun
and I saw him pick up his favourite strong walking
- -

stick before we left the house."

8 
a) Mark the links between words in this 
paragraph from the Sherlock Holmes story.

But before we could move, the man

had come outside again. In the light
-

we could see that he had something

white under his arm. He looked

around to see if anyone was

watching him. Then there was a

sudden crash as he broke the thing

against the wall. He was so busy that

he didn't see the three of us coming

toward him. Holmes jumped on his

back and he fell to the ground

heavily. Lestrade and I quickly ran to

help Holmes. I had my gun ready and

soon it was impossible for the man to

escape.

b) � Listen to the paragraph and repeat each
phrase, giving special attention to the links.

irLanguage.com 

Grammar snack 

Definite article for shared knowledge 

We use the when it is clear to the reader or 
listener which person or thing we are talking
about:
• "Are you coming to the bar?" 

(The speaker and the listener both know which
bar.) 

• "There's a nice bar about 10 minutes away."

(The listener doesn't know the bar.)

• "Who's that at the door?" 

(The speaker and the listener know that this 
means the front door of the building they are in.)

• "I heard a door open."

(The speaker doesn't know which door.)

9 Here is the beginning of a Sherlock Holmes 
story, "The Golden Glasses." Dr. Watson is telling

the story. Complete the sentences with a I an or the. 

It was (1) a, . . . . . . . . . . very stormy mght nearthe end of November. Sherlock Holmesand I were reading by (2) .......... fire Itwas late, and most people were in b�d There was no one outside in (3) street. ·········· 
,, , Holmes put down his book, and said I 11:1 glad that we don't have to go ou�tomght, Watson." 

"So am I," I replied. 
Just then we heard (4) . 

t . ·········· carnage
: 

op outs�de (5) ·········· house. Someone�s gettmg out. I went to (6) wmdow and looked outside "Someone is coming here
. ,, I .d "I 
, sa1 . wonder who it is ,, H 1 answered. ' o mes

Very soon we kne:w who our visitorwas. It was (7) · ·· · · ·· · · · young detectivefrom Scotland Yard. Holmes and I h dhelped him with some cases in the 
a 

"C past 
,, om� and sit down by (B) fire, said Holmes. "It's (9) ····· ····· ver cold, wet �ight. I think you must hav�(10) ····· ····· mteresting case for me!" 
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module 10 _________________________________ _

Improve your writing 
Time expressions for telling stories 

1 0 a) Sheila keeps a diary about what happens
to her each day. Read these extracts about how 

she met Gregory, a Russian man studying English. 
Complete the sentences with a suitable word or 
phrase from the box. (You will need to use some of 
them more than once.) 

after afterwards 
while in the end 

during 
at first 

for until when 
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Sue's party - I felt a bit shy (1) . ¢..fa.:ft. ............ because
I Juln 't /mow anyone. Then Sue ,ntrull!uull! me to one of her 
stull!ents, a man calleJ Cirt:joty, from Musa,w. I chatted tu 
him 1uite a fut - his En!Jf ish is n:alfy !/uod! 

Tuesda , Se�tember 12 

I went to the kbrary and (2) ........................ I was luuk1i1j 
for a book I saw (ireJU?', the !/".Y from Sues party. He was 
Jom!/ his E11jlish humework anti (3) 

......................... he 
saw me, he asktJ me t{I a,u/,1 help him with sume wurds 
he tluln't knuw. / sat down with h,m (4) ........................ .
a few minutes anti helped him finish the exeYcises. 
(s) ........................ , he insisted un b«J,;.,!/ me a a,(fee,
anll! wechatted (6) ........................ huurs -
(7) ......................... the cu(fee shop shut, in fact! 

Wednesday, Se tember 13 

CiYt:jury phoned and asked me to JU tu a a,ncerl with h,in 
(8) ........................ wuYk tumoYYuw niJht. 
('1) ........................ I wasn't sure, because ofhavm!/ 

to jd up early the next daj, but Cirt:jury expla,ned that 
it was a (amuus Russian pianist, su (io) ....................... .
lsaull'elju. 

Thursday, September 14 

We had a JYeat eve111n!/. The music was fanfa..stic and I 
really en JU.Jed be,;.,!/ with CiYeJury. (fl) ....................... .
the intermission u,� met sume uf (is friends, and 
(12) ........................ we all went to a w,ne bar 
Juwntown. (i. bru"!fht me hume anti we've arra"'!!etl to med 
a!/a,n at the wt:ekend I'm re ally luuk,i1j (oYwaYtl tu seein!/ 

h,m "Jain ... 

These pairs of time expressions can be easily 
confused: 

• After the lesson, we went for a drink.

After+ noun 

• Afterwards, we took a taxi home.

Afterwards + clause

• It was a terrible day. First I missed the bus, then

I spilled coffee all over my skirt.

First is used to show the order of events or
instructions.

• I hated my boss at first, but now we get along

well.

At first refers to a point of time before another
point of time.

• At the end of the movie she died.

At the end = when something finishes.

• In the end I agreed to help them.

In the end= finally, after a period of time.

b) Complete these sentences with a word or phrase
from the box.

after in the end first a�d at first 
afterwards 

1 !:.f:.�04 ........ of the concert, Liam took his shirt 
off and threw it into the audience. 

2 ......................... I pulled the injured man out of the 
car and then I called the ambulance. 

3 I thought Phil was joking ......................... but then 
I realized he was serious. 

4 I said goodbye and put the phone down. 
. ........................ , I remembered something I'd 
forgotten to say. 

5 Sara didn't really want to come on vacation with us, 
but ......................... she agreed to come. 

6 ......................... the long journey to my grandparents' 
house, I just wanted to go to bed. 



Obligation and permission 

1 
Complete these sentences with a word or

phrase from the box. 

should shouldn't can 
ought � don't have 

aren't allowed 

can't must 
are allowed 

mustn't 

a You ···········-�·-·········· .. to leave your keys at 
the reception desk when you go out of the hotel. 

b I think people .................................. spend more time 
with their families and less time at work. 

c Passengers .................................. to walk around the 
plane when it is taking off. 

d Candidates .................................. to take a dictionary 
into the exam, but they can't take in a grammar 
book. 

e You .................................. buy alcohol in a bar unless 
you're over 21. 

f You look really tired. I think you 
.................................. to take a day off. 

g Monday's a holiday so we .................................. to go 
to school until Tuesday. 

\. � - /-�, 
"'-1, �:J ... ,-- 11'1\--'c'�'/ �, 

:r,, '£>,�-;�JI :::�_ -:;,�h= d � 
r )-. �f(1 "11-,Y- -� ") 

if("(?' / ./ I ,·4Jlt.{'t:\ � Z J:·j �r) 'A/
;::� t..: Iii" ;,1�.!!,,, r---... ;, \Y" /I' .-.......- J .. �// , ,tJ 

h You .................................. ride a bicycle on the 
expressway - it's very dangerous. 

Guests .................................. have breakfast any time 
between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. 

I know I .................................. really smoke so much, 
but it helps me to relax. 

k You .................................. sign your name in this 
book when you enter or leave the building. 

ule 11 
2 Here are the answers to some questions about

rules. First decide if they are about a language 
class (LC), a library (LIB), or a sports club (SC) and then 
use the prompts to make complete questions. 

a You can borrow up to three books at a time . . ldf!. . . .

How many books I allowed I at a time? 
!t.f!f!l:. !'!'!·f!1rj( �qp_�. �-!. _qffe._�.to.. �qr.r:P.vf(. ¥..Ii!:.� ...... ?

b Yes, you can book up to two days in advance . ......... . 

Can I aerobics classes I in advance? 
···················································································· ?

c You're allowed to keep them for three weeks . ......... . 

How long I allowed I books? 

····················································································?

d Yes, first you take a short written test, then there's an 

interview with a teacher . ......... . 
I I have to I test? 

····················································································?

e Yes, bring a passport-sized photo for your membership 
card . ......... . 

Should I a photo? 

··························· ....................................................... ? 

f No, you don't have to - you can join for just six 
months if you like . ......... . 
I I have to I a whole year? 

····················································································?

g Well, if you miss too many, you won't get a 
certificate at the end of the course . ......... . 
How many classes I allowed? 
.................................................................................... ? 
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module 11 

Obligation and permission in 
the past 
3 Reorder the words in these conversations. The

first word is underlined. 

a) Kim and Pieter are talking about a math exam.

KIM: exam -to -calculator -Were -a -allowed -

the -take -into -you ? 

.w.��J.t?f1-:.q/fa._�_tP..�.�-�t?r..0!.o..� .. 
���? ................................................................ . 

PIETER: weren't -No -we 

KIM: did -answer -many -have -How -questions 

-to -you?

PIETER: three -We -do -in -had -hours -twenty -to 

b) Patrizia and ltalo are talking about a summer camp.

PATRIZIA: up -allowed -you -late -to -Were -stay? 

ITALO: 

.......................................................................... ? 

campfire -we -by -midnight -Yeah -until -

sit -the -could 

PATRIZIA: get -early -you -up -Did -to -have ? 

ITALO: 

.......................................................................... ? 

to -nine -we -No -up -didn't -until -get -

have 

c) Mona is talking to Vanessa about Vanessa's

daughter, Franfoise.

MONA: America -a -Did -have -Fran�oise - time -

in -good? 

.......................................................................... ? 

VANESSA: six -week -to -she -work -No -a -days -

had 

MONA: terrible -That's ! 

........................................................................... ! 

VANESSA: allowed -us -to -wasn't -she -phone -And 
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4 These people are talking about their lives when

they were about fourteen. Change the sentences 

(if necessary) so that they are true for you. 

a MARIA: I had to wear white gloves and a hat to school. 

!. .�t-. �.tP.. ':l!!:f,!".ff !P,� .t?r. _q,__ff.f!!._............... .

b JOHN: I couldn't stay up after 8:00 p.m. during the 

week. 

c LISBETH: We were allowed to wear whatever we wanted 

at school. 

d PAOLO: I had to go to church twice on Sundays. 

e ANNA: I could go out to play with my friends 

whenever I wanted to. 

,, 

········································································· .

f JANE: We wer�n't allowed to speak in the corridors at 

school. 

g Juon: We could call our teachers by their first names . 

h MARK: I was allowed to watch any TV programs I 

wanted. 

must and have to

5 Complete these sentences with a word or

phrase from the box. 

must 

had to 

mustn't (x2) have to 

didn't have to 

don't have to (x2) 

a You ......... �t. ........ smoke in the library. 

b It's free to get in: you .............................. pay. 

c I missed my train and I .............................. wait half 

an hour for the next one . 

d It's not a direct flight to New Zealand: you 

.............................. change planes at Bangkok. 

e There were only two people in front of me in the line 

so I .............................. wait long. 

f Don't cry, Jessica -you .............................. play with 

Jon if you don't want to . 

g Children .............................. walk on the railroad line. 

h I .............................. remember to mail this letter. 



make and let

Let (permission) 

• My sister lets her children do whatever they like.

(let + object + base form)
= My sister allows her children to do whatever they like.

Make (obligation) 

• My mother makes me clean my room every week.

(make + object + base form)
= I have to clean my room every week (my mother tells me to do it).

6 Match a sentence from column A with one from column B and
complete the sentences with the best form of let or make. 

A B 
Q My boss was very understanding 1 The customs officer .......... her 

when my mother was ill. open her suitcase. 

b The doctor was very patient. 2 She .......... me write two of my 

c Our teacher is really strict. reports again. 

d Lucy was delayed at the airport. 3 Don't .......... me forget to 

e Don and Rita were very generous. 
videotape it. 

f There's a really good 
4 He .......... us work very hard. 

documentary on TV tonight. 5 He .¥.. .... me have two days off 

g That woman in the sales work. 

department is very difficult to 6 She .......... me talk about all my 
please. problems. 

7 They ........... us spend a week in 
their house in the mountains. 

a . .  !?... b ....... c ....... d ....... e ....... f ....... g ....... 

b) � Listen to the words and
mark the stressed syllables • and
the unstressed syllables o, 

o •o
e.g. mathematics.

c) Complete these sentences so
that they are true for you.

1 My favorite subject is I was 

because ...................................... . 

2 I am I was very good at 

3 I hate I hated 

because ...................................... . 

4 I am I was hopeless at 

5 I find I found 

.. ....................................... very 

difficult. 

6 ......................................... is I

Spelling and pronunciation was very bortng. 

School I university subjects 

7 a) Each of the subjects in the box has a spelling mistake.
Correct the mistake. 

mathmatics giography biologie fisics cemistry histery 

langauges litterature information tecnology sosciology 

sychology filosophy phisical education midia studies 

religous studies economicks 

7 I like I liked 

.. ....................................... but 

I'm not I I wasn't very good at it. 

8 I find I found 

......................................... really 

interesting. 
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Vocabulary 
Transportation: noun + noun 

8 Pair a noun from box A with a noun from box B and complete the

sentences. 

A B 

taxi season ticket fare 
crash limit 

speed bus stand 
jam 

parking , helmet 
'----gas 

� meter station traffic 

a I put $2 in the ��··· -�� ...... , so we can leave the car here 
until 5:30. 

b I'm sorry I'm late. There was a terrible 

................ ................ near the 

soccer ground, because of all the 

people coming out of the game. 

c The last bus has gone, but there's a 
................ ................ in the next 

street: it won't cost much to go to your 

hotel. 

d If you're going to take the train to work every day, it's cheaper to buy a 

e I think we should stop at the next ................ ................ and fill the car 
up for the journey. 

f It's very dangerous to ride a motorbike 

without a ................ ................ . 

g Don't drive so fast! The ............... . 

... .. .. . ........ 's 60 mph on this road. 

h I have only got a $20 bill: could you 

lend me 90<i for my ............... . 

................ ? 
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Grammar snack 
Prepositions of movement 

9 a) Look at the arrow in the

pictures (1-10). Choose one 

of the phrases (a-j) below to say 

where the arrow goes. 

1 . . .  c!:. .... 2 ......... . 

3 ......... . 4 ......... . 

5 . . . . . . . . .  . 6 ......... . 

7 ......... . 8 ......... . 

9 ·········· 10 ·········· 

a along the river 
b through the gate 
c past the house 
d into the house 
e · through the house 
f across the river 
g toward the house 
h out of the house 

around the house 
away from the house 



b) Look at this plan of an airport terminal and complete the sentences in
the directions below with a suitable preposition.

- - - � - = ;""!" 
-

u u DQ 
;--:, � - - -

-� 
- --:-

..... Hi 
- - - - - �

0 0 1% - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - --
- �- -� - ....... ....;:. - -

DQ DQ DQ 
N 

- - - - � - - -

00 00 Vl 00 
0 Duty-free area 0 Lounge Restaurant 

Security 
-

DD 

I Telephones J Passport 

DQ 

control 

00 Cafe 

DQ 0 0 DQ 00 DQ 00 

DQ t)Q DQ 00 00 00 I 

Luggage carts 

1 (At the entrance) Are there any ATMs here? 

Entrance 

Yes, you go ...... f.!!4, ...... the post office and bank

and they're just on the right. 

2 (At the ATM) Is there anywhere I can mail this 

letter? 

If you go .................... the entrance, there's a 

mailbox next to the Post Office. 

3 (At the mailbox) Excuse me, where can I get a 

luggage cart? 

Go .................... the terminal building and they're 

just outside on your right. 

4 (At the luggage cart area) Could you tell me where 

the Quantas check-in desk is, please? 

Yes. Go .................... the entrance and you'll see lots 

of check-in desks in front of you. Quantas is the 

third one. 

I 
Quaptas DQ 00 tl 00 DQ 00 

I • I I
Check-in desks 

.I I I Bank I Mail I Store I Store Ibox PO AT Ms 

5 (At the Quantas check-in desk) Where are the 

telephones, please? 

Go .................... passport control and .................. .. 

the cafe: they're just on your right. 

6 (In the cafe) Is there anywhere to get something to 

eat in the departure lounge? 

Yes, there's quite a big restaurant. When you've 

gone .................... passport control and security, go 

.................... the lounge and you'll see it. 

7 (In the restaurant) Could you tell me where the 

restrooms are? 

Yes, go .................... th� back of the duty-free area 

over there, and you'll see them. 
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Grammar snack 
-ing forms as nouns

• I Driving I when you're tired I is dangerous!.

Notice: Driving is now a noun, and is the subject 
of the sentence. 

10 
Look at the sentences below and rewrite them
using an -ing form. 

a It's compulsory to wear a seatbelt in a car . 

. "Y.�0&.-�-��.#.0:.�.0.r..�.���')'. .................... . 

b It's quite easy to buy a gun. 

c It's possible to park on the sidewalk. 

d It's forbidden to wear shorts in church. 

e It's common to live with your parents until you get 
married. 

f It's difficult to get a divorce. 

g It's not a good idea to walk alone at night. 

h It's permitted to get married at the age of 14. 
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It isn't compulsory to wear a crash helmet on a 
motorbike. 

It is illegal to buy drugs. 

Improve your writing 
Linking words 

11 
Read the text and circle the correct linking
word. 

Surrogate'i;Mqflters: 
· IS THE· PRICE-;TOO.iHIGH?,

"' '1" "" kc i"'' ,rc -,,, MW\, '5'�""' 1),. "'"}di, 5 , "" 

Nowadays science has made it possible for a 
couple who can't have children to pay a woman 
to have their baby for them. These "surrogate" 
mothers sign a contract promising to give the baby 
to the couple as soon as it is born, in return for 
a large sum of money. (l)�/ Also, this 
business arrangement does not always work well 
in practice and, (2) despite this I as a result,
there have been a number of "horror stories" in 
the newspapers recently. 
People have strong feelings on both sides. Some 
say that it is every woman's right to have a child. 
(3) Although I What is more, a surrogate mother
can often save an unhappy marriage and make
some money for herself. (4) Therefore I Despite
this, many people are against this practice. They
say that (5) although I besides they understand
the heartache of a childless woman, having a baby
is not an automatic right. They feel the whole thing
is completely unnatural and (6) for this reason I
also should not be allowed. (7) Besides I
However, they ask what will happen to the child
when he or she is old enough to know the truth.
This could have a terrible effect on their mental
and emotional development. I feel that this last
point is particularly important and (8) therefore I
what is more, I tend to agree that surrogacy is
wrong, or at least that there should be stricter
rules about it.



could have I should have I 

would have 

1 Look at the pictures and match them to the 

captions below. 

a "Oh well, they wouldn't have had room for my 
luggage, anyway." 

b "What do you mean, you gave him your candies? 
I'd have hit him." 

c "Darling, you could have hurt yourself." 
d "Oh well, it's not too bad - we could have lost 

everything." 
e "I knew I shouldn't have gone to that hairdresser." 

"You should have told me your boss was a 
vegetarian." 

1 ... e:... 2 . . . . . . . 3 . .. . . . . 4 . . . . . . . 5 . . . . . . . 6 ...... . 

ule 12 
2 Complete these sentences with a phrase from 

the box, and the best form of the verb in 

parentheses. 

could have (x2) couldn't have should have (x2) 

shouldn't have would have (x2) wouldn't have 

a Oh no, I've forgotten Marcel's address. I knew I 

�h-P.#..��#..0: ............... (write) it down. 

b Why didn't you buy them that picture? I'm sure 
they ............................................... (like) it. 

c We did our best to catch the train: we 
............................................... (run) any faster. 

d You ............................................... (listen) to Paul. 
You know he has some stupid ideas. 

e I like Kristin's new motorbike, but I 
............................................... (buy) a bigger one. 

f Look where you're going - we were really close to 
that car. We ............................................... (have) an 
accident. 

g You were right not to tell her the truth about Brian: she 
............................................... (believe) you, anyway. 

h Rupert ............................................... (be) a great 
pianist, but he didn't practice enough. 

The room was a terrible mess when the men had 
finished painting it. I ............................................. (do) 
it myself. 

3 � Listen to these sentences and repeat what

you hear (circle the correct phrase). 

a You shouldn't walk !(you shouldn't have walked) home 
so late at night. 

o We could invite I We could have invited our teacher to
the picnic on Saturday. 

c Do you still have a headache? You should take I You 
should have taken an aspirin. 

d I'm glad you bought a cake. I wouldn't have I I
wouldn't have had time to make one. 

e Has fon really gone running in this rain? I'd stay I I'd 
have stayed at home. 
Mom and I waited for nearly an hour. We couldn't 
wait I We couldn't have waited any longer. 
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Past sentences with if 

4 Look at these half sentences and match a first half from column A

with a second half from column B. 

A B 
a If I hadn't lost my passport 1 she'd have enough money to pay 
b If Sara and I had stayed longer her rent. 

in Paris 2 I'd have stayed at his house on 
c If we'd booked our theater my way to Germany. 

tickets in advance 3 I'd be on the plane to Tunisia. 
d If Greta hadn't spent $10,000 4 we wouldn't have had to stand 

on a new car in line outside. 
e If Malcolm had stopped 5 we could have taken the children 

smoking to the zoo. 
f If my uncle lived near the airport 6 we wouldn't have missed our bus. 
g If it hadn't rained 7 he wouldn't have such a terrible 
h If you hadn't taken so long to cough. 

get ready 8 we'd have visited Euro Disney. 

a.J .. b ...... . c ...... . d ...... . e ...... . f ...... . g ....... h ...... .

5 Rewrite the following sentences so that they mean the same, using

a past sentence with if. 

a Kristin moved to San Francisco and that's how she met Ralph. 
Kristin �-�J.�.':"!4..�.i/.f¥..�f ��.f:l? . ..f�Fr.��--······ 

b You didn't wear a sweater. That's why you're cold. 
If you ........................................................................................................... . 

c Josh was very tired and so he lost his temper. 
Josh ............................................................................................................... . 

d Sam didn't do his homework, so he doesn't know the answer. 
If Sam ............................................................................................................ . 

e My hair looks terrible. That's because I didn't go to my usual hairdresser. 
If I .................................................................................................................. . 

f I don't have a very well-paid job because I haven't done a computer course. 
If I'd ···································· ··············································· ............................ . 

g Alice wasn't at home last night. That's why she didn't get your message. 
Alice .............................................................................................................. . 

h The store manager knew Ruth's father. That's why he gave her the job. 
If the store manager ..................................................................................... . 
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6 Complete these sentences

with your own ideas. 

a If you'd been more careful doing 
the dishes ................................... . 

b If I'd put the correct stamp on 
the letter .................................... . 

c If we'd put more salt and pepper 
on the food ................................ . 

d If the weather had been better 
last weekend .............................. . 

e If my mother hadn't lent me 
some money .............................. . 

www.irLanguage.com 



Grammar snack 

Verb + object + infinitive 

• The doctor told me to drink more water.

(tell + object+ infinitive)

• The doctor told me not to drink so much beer.

(tell+ object+ not+ infinitive)

Other verbs that follow this pattern:
advise ask persuade remind teach want

7 a) Rewrite these sentences so that they mean
the same, using the verb in parentheses. 

1 Doug said to me, "Be more careful." (tel[) 

P.t?�. f.q{4. .� P.l?. P.�.�r.� .�efo.?. .................................. . 
2 "Juliet, please stay," Jim said. (want) 

Jim .............................................................................. . 

3 My father gave me driving lessons last year. (teach) 

My father .................................................................... . 

4 The local people said we shouldn't drink the water. 

(advise) 

The local people .......................................................... . 

5 "Sarah, could you get me some aspirin," John said. 

(ask) 

John ............................................................................ . 

6 After a lot of discussion, the travel agent agreed to 

give Toni and Jo a discount. (persuade) 

Toni and Jo .................................................................. . 

7 "Don't forget to lock the back door," my mother told 

me. (remind) 

My mother ................................................................. . 

8 "Don't touch the computer," we said to the children. 

(tel[) 

We ............................................................................... . 

9 "I think you should go to the police," Ian said to 

Martin. (advise) 

Ian .............................................................................. . 

10 "Please don't make so much noise," Todd said to his 

neighbor. (ask) 

Todd ............................................................................ . 

b) Complete these sentences so that they are true
for you.

1 If someone was visiting my city, I'd advise ............... . 

2 It's not easy to persuade me ....................................... . 

3 People always have to remind me ............................ .. 

4 If I had a daughter, I'd want her ............................... . 

5 I sometimes ask my English teacher to ...................... . 

Jazz chant 

Verbs that describe behavior and reactions 

8 a) Read the jazz chant and complete the
sentences with the best form of the verb in 

parentheses, adding a preposition if necessary. 

----- -.....-.- -

Tom persuaded his mother (1) /�.� .... (lend) him her car 
And promised (2) . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. (get) back by eight. 
His mother agreed (3) .................. (give) him the keys 
And trusted him not to be late. 
When the police brought him home at a quarter to two 
She ran down the stairs from her bed. 
"We susped this young man (4) .................. (telij us lies." 
She refused (5) .................. (believe) what they said. 
She insisted (6) ........... , ...... (hear) his side of the tale. 
He admitted (7) .................. (drive) too fast 
But strongly-denied (8) .................. (have) too much to drink: 
"My first glass of beer was my last."· 

. The officers threatened (9) .... : ............. (take} him away. 
His mom wouldn't let them· and she 

. Suggested (10) .................. (discuss) the case the next day. 
They did, and they let him go free. 

b) � Listen to the jazz chant and say it with the
cassette.
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Vocabulary 
Using the dictionary: review 

re•ad: /ri'rekt/ v [I] 1 to behave in a particular way because of some
thing that has happened or something that has been said to you: 
[+ to] How did Wilson react to your idea? 
react against sth phr v [T] to show that you dislike someone else's 
rules or way of doing something by deHberately doing the opposite: 
Feminists reacted against women's traditional roles. 

When you look a word up in the dictionary it shows you: 
• the pronunciation /ri'�kt/, including the main stress (shown by')
• the grammar, e.g. v = verb, n = noun
• if a noun is countable [CJ or uncountable [U)
• if there is a preposition that follows it, e.g. react (to, against)
• the meaning, and gives example sentences.

9 a) Use these extracts from the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary

English to complete the chart below. Mark the main stress •· 

ad•vice /'::>d'va1s/ n [U] an opinion you give someone 
about what they should do: [+ on/about] There's 
lots of advice in the book on baby care. I give advice 
Can you give me some advice about buying a house? 

ad•vi•sab•le /gd'vamib'::>1/ adj something that is advisable 
should be done in order to avoid problems: For 
heavy smokers, regular medical checks are advisable. 

ad•vise /gd'va1z/ v to tell someone what you think 
they should do: advise sb to do sth Passengers are 
advised not to leave their bags unattended. 

de•cide /d1'sa1d/ v to make a choice or judgment 
about something: decide to do sth Tina's decided to 
go to Prague for her vacation. 

de•ci•sion /d1's13gn/ n [CJ a choice or judgment that 
you make after a period of discussion or thought: 
The judge's decision is final. I make/take a decision 
(=decide) The committee will make its decision this week. 

de•ci•sive /d1'sais1v/ adj good at making decisions 
quickly and with confidence: a decisive leader 

ig•no•rance /'tgn;;mms/ n [U] no knowledge or 
information about something: My mistake was 
caused by ignorance. 

ig•no•rant /'1gngr.}nt/ adj not knowing facts or 
information that you ought to know: an ignorant 
man I [+ about] I'm very ignorant about politics. 

ig•nore /Ig'n�>:r/ v to behave as if you had not heard 
or seen someone or something: Either she didn't see 
me or she deliberately ignored me. 

verb noun 

advi,e, advice 
decide 
ignore 
know 

solution 
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know' /nou/ v past tense knew 
I nju:/ past participle known 
/n;;,un/ to have information 
about something: Who 
knows the answer? 

knowl•edge /'na:hd3/ n [U] 
the facts, skills, and under
standing that you have 
gained through learning 
or experience: [+ of] 
His knowledge of ancient 
civilizations is wonderful. 

knowl•edge•a•ble /'no: hd3grol/ 
adj knowing a lot: 
[+ about] Graham's very 
knowledgeable about wines. 

so•lu•tion /sg'lu:Jan/ n [CJ a 
way of solving a problem 
or dealing with a difficult 
situation:[+ to] There are 
no simple solutions to the 
problem of overpopulation. 
find a solution The 
governments are trying to 
find a peaceful solution. 

solve /sa:lv/ v to find or 
provide a way of dealing 
with a problem: Charlie 
thinks money will solve all 
his problems. 

adjective 

b) Circle the correct answer in
these sentences.
1 After "knowledge" we use the

preposition @! about.

2 "Advice" is a countable I

uncountable noun. 
3 The pronunciation of "advice" 

and "advise" is the same I

different. 

4 In "ignore" the letter "g" is silent

I not silent. 

5 After "solution" we use the 
preposition to I at.

6 "Solution" is a countable I

uncountable noun. 
7 People make I do a decision. 
8 The pronunciation of the first 

"i" in "decisive" and "decision" 
is the same I different.

c) Complete these sentences
with the correct word (use the
dictionary extracts).

1 It's not .. �q.k-�······· to swim 
immediately after a big meal . 

2 Pauline's very knowledgeable 
........................ jazz music . 

3 Have you ........................ a
solution to your problem yet? 

4 The teacher ........................ Jim's 
question and continued talking. 

5 I'm not very ....................... . 
when I go shopping: it takes me 
a long time to choose clothes. 

6 Could you give my daughter 
....................... advice about 
music lessons? 

7 The teacher was shocked by the 
children's ........................ : they 
knew nothing about the history 
of their country. 

8 The solution ........................ the 
problem isn't easy. 

9 The journalist's ....................... . 
of the political situation was 
very good. 



Real life 

Starting and finishing conversations 

10 a
) Match the speech bubbles to make complete phrases 

for starting and finishing conversations. 

1 I'm sorry to a�
interrupt but I have to ... 

4 How are 
you? I haven't ... 

5�

6 Did you have 
any problems ... 

7�

8� 

9 I hear you're 
going to study ... 

b� 

1 ... Y... 2 ....... 3 ....... 4 ....... 5 ....... 6 ...... . 
7 ....... 8 ······· 9 ...... . 

b) Now write the complete phrases in the correct column in the
chart.

Starting conversations Finishing conversations 

1 Heiio, I've, heard a, wt 6 
a.bout you,. 

2 7 

3 8 

4 9 

5 

c) Look at the following situations, which take place at a party.
Choose the best phrase (1-9 above) for each situation.
1 You're having a party. The doorbell rings, you open the door 

and see two good friends. What do you say? 

i!.0.3-¥.y��-��-�� ................................................................. . 

module 12 

2 It's a cold night and there's ice on the 
roads. You know they came by car. As 
you take their coats, what do you say? 

3 As you go into the party, your friend 
Simon comes up and sees your guests. It's 
a long time since he has seen them.
What does he say? 

4 You take your friends into the party and 
introduce them to your sister. What does 
your sister say? 

5 Later at the party, one of your guests 
introduces his girlfriend to you. You don't 
know very much about her, except that 
she's going to study in Prague. What do 
you say? 

6 It's 11:30. You're in the middle of a
conversation and a friend who lives a
long way away comes up to you. What 
does he say? 

7 It's one o'clock. You've been having a 
very interesting conversation with one of 
your guests when she suddenly looks at 
her watch. What does she say? (Two 
phrases together) 

d) l�l Listen to the situations and say the
correct phrase.
You hea. 

�----

You're having a 
party. The doorbell rings 

and you see two good 
friends. 

You say: 
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Improve your writing 
A letter to sort out a problem 

11 a) Lucy Humphries booked a flight to Mexico City and paid by credit
card. She received her ticket a few days later, but the dates on the 

ticket were wrong. She sent the ticket back to the travel agent's, but nearly 
two weeks have passed and she has not heard from them. 
Lucy has written a letter to sort out the problem. Reorder the sentences 
below and write out the complete letter in the space

;
p

�
r
.:_
o�v�id

:_:
e
:_:
d
:_:
. ___________________

1
�� . . ,, 

A week later. I received my credit card 
receipt and the ticket. but unfortunately 
the dates were wrong. 

That was 10 days ago. and I have heard 
nothing from you since then. 

You booked me onto a flight costing £425, 
which I paid by credit card. 

�[�r __ 1_oo_k�f-o_
r

_w_a_r_� __ t
_

o�h-ea--ri
-
·
n

_
g

_�-
f

-·r_o_m�y_o_u_.� _____ J

As you can imagine, I am ve-::y concerned 
about this because I need to make other 
arrangements for my trip. which I cannot 
do until the dates are confirmed. 

Several weeks ago I telephoned your office to 
book a round-trip flight to Mexico City, 
leaving on July 8 and returning on July 27. 

I would therefore be grateful if you could 
look into this matter immediately. 

I immediately returned the ticket by 
registered mail, with a note explaining the 
problem. 

The Manager 

Eurotrips Travel Agent's

Dear Sir/Madam. 

44 Barn Road 

Nottingham NS4 

May 29, 2004 

····················
···················································

··················

··········································
··············································· 

··············································
···········································

················································
········································· 

···········································
··············································

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · ·  

. ... . .
.
. . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . .. . .

···············································
··········································

··············································
····································· ······ 

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

····································
········································· · ·········

·· 

· · · · · ·
· · · · ·

· · · · ·
· · · · · · · ·

· · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · ·
· · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · ·

··············· ···· ··················
················ · ················

··············· ···· 

·····················
·················································

···················

·················································
·················· ···················· ·

· 

··················································
·······································

Sincerely. 

. 
"""' .,, 

b) In your notebook write a letter to sort out the problem below. 
Use the letter above to help you and show your letter to your teacher. 

Three weeks ago, you booked a 4-week course at the Success Language 

School, 354 Liffey Road, Dublin DN6. A week ago, you had not received a 

receipt or confirmation of your place on the course. You phoned the school 

and left a message on the answering machine, but you have still not heard 

anything. 

Before you write the letter, decide: 

• How many hours a day your course is: 3 I 4 I 5 ?

• How you paid for the course: credit card I bank transfer?

• The dates of your course.
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